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ABSTRACT
EMILY SANDERS: Indentured on the Western Front: The Chinese Labour Corps and the
British Coolie Trade (Under the direction of Peter Thilly)
This thesis examines the recruitment, transport, and working conditions of the Chinese
Labour Corps in World War I in comparison to the twentieth century British ‘coolie’ trade of
Chinese indentured laborers on the basis of labor contracts, written testimonies, newspaper
articles, books, photographs, and historical records. This thesis argues that the Chinese Labour
Corps methods of recruiting, transport, and conditions of work were very similar to, if not the
same as, the twentieth century British coolie trade. The Chinese Labour Corps can in many ways
be said to be an extension of the preexisting British coolie trade, rather than an independent and
novel use of Chinese labor by the British.
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APPENDIX A

INTRODUCTION:

In the summer of 1916 the British were fully immersed in World War I with no end in
sight. Faced with enormous casualties, and an increasing lack of labor to support the war effort,
the British were forced to concede that they had to seek outside help if they were to stand any
chance of winning.1 The situation was so dire that War Secretary Lloyd George was heard
declaring, “We are going to lose this war.”2 Under the Munitions of War Act the British
government forbid anyone from leaving work for even a single day.3 The labor shortage grew so
extreme that Winston Churchill himself addressed the House of Commons on the issue, “In this
matter I would not even shrink from the word Chinese for the purpose of carrying on the War.
These are not times when people ought in the least to be afraid of prejudices.”4 Soon after
Churchill’s address the Army Council decided to pursue the idea of recruiting laborers from
China, resulting in the creation of the Chinese Labour Corps, which would be run by the British
War Office and alleviate Britain’s labor shortage.5
While Churchill may have helped persuade the British of the decision to use Chinese
labor, the idea of recruiting Chinese laborers to assist with the war effort originated not in
1

Guoqi Xu, Strangers on the Western Front: Chinese workers in the Great War (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 2011), 39.
2
Xu, Strangers on the Western Front, 39.
3
Xu, Strangers on the Western Front, 39.
4
Winston Churchill, “Statement by Prime Minister,” House of Commons, July 24, 1916. Volume 84, 1360-427.
Accessed https://api.parliament.uk/historic-hansard/commons/1916/jul/24/statement-by-primeminister#S5CV0084P0_19160724_HOC_353
5
Guoqi Xu, Strangers on the Western Front: Chinese workers in the Great War (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 2011), 38-41.
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Britain, but in China. The labor scheme had been proposed by Chinese politician Liang Shiyi as
a way for China to gain credibility in the western world while simultaneously avoiding outright
war with Germany.6 In return for supplying laborers and turning a blind eye to the British
recruitment, the Chinese hoped to accomplish three main goals: delaying payment of the Boxer
Indemnity for fifty years with no increase in interest, raising taxes, and gaining help from Britain
in gaining a seat at the postwar peace conference.7 The Chinese Labour Corps would serve as a
way for China to help the Allied war effort without supplying direct military assistance, instead
supplying laborers who would free up British men for direct military involvement. Dubbed the
‘laborers as soldiers’ strategy, the Chinese Labour Corps appeared to be both a novel and
ingenious plan.8
In order for China to continue to claim neutrality, and for Britain to downplay the
decision to use Chinese labor in the war, recruitment for the Chinese Labour Corps was officially
run out of Weihaiwei, a small British territory in Shandong province. Making Weihaiwei the
official place of recruitment allowed both Britain and China to claim recruitment did not actually
occur in China itself. Secrecy surrounding the Chinese Labour Corps was such that the War
Office even attempted to keep the existence of the Chinese Labour Corps hidden from
Parliament, one of the reasons being that the War Office and the Foreign Office both worried
about, “embarrassing parallels with the importation into South Africa of nearly fifty-thousand
Chinese coolies in 1903 and 1904…which even British officials who sanctioned the plan for
their use admitted were inhumane.”9 While the Chinese Labour Corps had been presented as a

6

Xu, Strangers on the Western Front, 28.
Xu, Strangers on the Western Front, 42.
8
Xu, Strangers on the Western Front, 27.
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Nicholas John Griffin, “The Use of Chinese Labour by the British Army, 1916-1920: The “Raw Importation,” Its
Scope and Problems,” Unpublished PhD Dissertation, (University of Oklahoma, 1973), 2.
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novel idea, it is clear that the similarities to the preexisting British use of Chinese labor in South
Africa did not go unnoticed.
Decried as “Chinese Slavery” by newspapers at the time, the British government
imported thousands of Chinese laborers to South Africa in 1904 for work in the Rand gold
mines.10 While more akin to indentured servitude than slavery, in which laborers are virtually
sold into labor contracts for a predetermined period of time, the effect of the scheme coming to
public knowledge was outrage. As one newspaper remarked, the use of such labor was a “black
stain on the British flag.”11 Others feared that slavery, thought an “evil of the past”, was once
again alive and well in Britain.12 While the use of indentured labor and slavery had long predated
1904, its use in South Africa caused such extreme outcry because Britain had previously
attempted to distance itself from such practices. The scandal was heightened by the revelation
that Prime Minister Arthur Balfour had knowingly allowed for the use of such labor.13 Reports
on the Chinese laborers included tales of inhumane treatment and harsh conditions, and the
public soon took to calling it “Balfour’s Blunder.”14 The Liberal party successfully leveraged this
issue to return to power in 1906, denouncing the operation and making use of people’s fears that
slavery had returned to Britain.15
While the 1904 scandal was certainly the most recent use of Chinese indentured labor on
the minds of Britain’s politicians, the history of the practice reached much further back in time.
Scott C. Spencer, “British Liberty Stained: “Chinese Slavery,” Imperial Rhetoric, and the 1906 British General
Election,” Madison Historical Review: Vol. 7, Article 3. (2010): 13.
11
Thomas M’Kinnon Wood, “Mr. M’Kinnon Wood at Springburn,” Glasgow Herald, January 5, 1906. 7
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Scott C. Spencer, “British Liberty Stained: “Chinese Slavery,” Imperial Rhetoric, and the 1906 British General
Election,” Madison Historical Review: Vol. 7, Article 3. (2010): 13.
13
Emmet O’Connor, “William Walker, Irish Labour and ‘Chinese slavery’ in South Africa, 1904-6,” Irish Historical
Studies: Vol. 37, No. 145 (May 2010): 48.
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Nicholas John Griffin, “The Use of Chinese Labour by the British Army, 1916-1920: The “Raw Importation,” Its
Scope and Problems,” Unpublished PhD Dissertation, (University of Oklahoma, 1973), 3.
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Dubbed the ‘coolie’ trade, referring to the Hindi word “kuli” meaning “day laborer”, the British
trade of Chinese and Indian indentured laborers flourished in the aftermath of the abolition of
slavery in 1833 and continued despite Qing dynasty attempts to prevent it.16 To get around Qing
resistance to the act, the British coolie trade made use of private recruiting companies based in
treaty ports that were not subject to Chinese jurisdiction.17 These recruiting companies would
entice Chinese citizens to sign away their freedom for a certain period of time in exchange for
promises of good pay and free travel, something that was both intentionally misleading and
illegal, using contracts that the often illiterate laborers could not understand. These laborers
would then be shipped overseas in extremely cramped, unsanitary, and dangerous conditions that
often resulted in death, usually confined to the cargo hold of ships in much the same way that
enslaved people were confined during the slave trade.18 Upon arrival at their destination the
laborers would often take over the very same work that had once been done by enslaved people,
and would only be freed once their contracts were up, if they survived that long. Though the
coolie trade had technically been banned by Britain in 1873, the recurrence of such labor in the
1904 scandal proves that such a ban did not prevent the practice altogether.19
Similarities between the British coolie trade and the Chinese Labour Corps reached far
deeper than the issue of Chinese labor alone, the two ventures were organized by many of the
same key people. Playing a part in the creation of the Chinese Labour Corps was none other than
Arthur Balfour, the disgraced former Prime Minister, as well as Sir Edward Grey and H.H.
Lakshmi Gandhi, “A History Of Indentured Labor Gives ‘Coolie’ Its Sting,” Code Switch, National Public Radio,
November 25, 2013, https://www.npr.org/sections/codeswitch/2013/11/25/247166284/a-history-of-indentured-laborgives-coolie-its-sting
17
Paul J. Bailey, “’An Army of Workers’: Chinese Indentured Labor in the First World War France,” In Race,
Empire and First World War Writings, ed. Santanu Das (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 38.
18
Paul J. Bailey, “'Coolies' Or Huagong?: Conflicting British and Chinese Attitudes Towards Chinese Contract
Workers in World War One France," In Britain and China, 1840-1970: Empire, Finance and War, ed. Robert
Bickers and Jonathan J. Howlett (New York: Routledge, 2015.), 106.
19
Bailey, “’An Army of Workers’: Chinese Indentured Labor in the First World War France,” 38.
16
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Asquith, who had both ironically opposed the use of Chinese indentured labor in 1905. Sir
Edward Grey even publically stated in 1907 that forced labor did not constitute as slavery, “[if]
employed solely for the benefit of the State,” only when such laborers were used, “for the
purposes of private profit…then their labour is not a tax but slavery.”20 It goes without saying
that it was in the best interest of everyone involved to avoid public knowledge of the Chinese
Labour Corps, lest the 1905 scandal be repeated, and so the operation was carried out in as much
secrecy as possible, with major newspapers remaining, “strangely muted and uninformed.”21
Primary sources on the Chinese Labour Corps are limited due to the great pains the
British government took to avoid public knowledge on the topic. Nevertheless, there are cases
where information managed to slip through the cracks of censorship and make it into print, as is
evident by the many newspaper sources referenced. Information published in foreign papers,
notably Japanese and American newspapers, also sheds light on this subject. While many of the
Chinese Labour Corps men traveled through Canada en route to Europe, the Canadian
government also went to great lengths to avoid any news of the Chinese Labour Corps reaching
civilian ears, so sources on this leg of the journey are scarce. One of the best sources on the
Chinese Labour Corps is a series of records held by the National Archives in Britain, many of
which were extremely helpful in revealing a link between the Chinese Labour Corps and the
British coolie trade. Second lieutenant Daryl Klein’s account of his time spent with the Chinese
Labour Corps provided a wonderful firsthand account of the conditions these men endured.
Finally, secondary sources were extremely helpful in providing a general understanding of the
Chinese Labour Corps and twentieth-century British coolie trade as a whole.
“What is Slavery?,” The Spectator, January 17, 1914. http://archive.spectator.co.uk/article/17th-january1914/6/what-is-slavery (accessed January 5, 2021).
21
Nicholas John Griffin, “The Use of Chinese Labour by the British Army, 1916-1920: The “Raw Importation,” Its
Scope and Problems,” Unpublished PhD Dissertation, (University of Oklahoma, 1973), 3.
20
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Previous research on the Chinese Labour Corps has focused on the role the Chinese
laborers played in World War I and the curious amnesia surrounding their existence, and on the
humiliation China suffered at the end of the war at the hands of the Allies, who handed territory
taken by Germany to Japan rather than return it to China. Xu Guoqi’s Strangers on the Western
Front, the current authority on the topic, provides an excellent overview of the Chinese Labour
Corps in all ways other than their relation to the coolie trade, of which it fails to mention with the
exception perhaps of one line acknowledging that Britain had a preexisting, “extensive and
highly developed recruiting organization in the Shandong area.”22 Paul Bailey, an east-Asian
historian who has published extensively on the topic of Chinese labor during World War I, stated
in a speech for the Royal Asiatic Society that, “WWI recruitment of Chinese workers is not in
any way similar or akin or parallel to the coolie trade.”23 Previous research on the British coolie
trade has focused on the relationship between the coolie trade and slavery, and the question of
whether or not the coolie trade should be classified as slavery, as can be seen in Emmet
O’Connor’s “William Walker, Irish Labour and ‘Chinese slavery’ in South Africa, 1904-6,” and
Scott C. Spencer’s “British Liberty Stained: ‘Chinese Slavery,’ Imperial Rhetoric, and the 1906
British General Election.”24
To my knowledge the only work that takes note of the relationship between the Chinese
Labour Corps and the British coolie trade is Nicholas Griffin’s unpublished 1973 dissertation,
“The Use of Chinese Labour by the British Army, 1915-1920; The ‘Raw Importation,’ Its Scope

22

Guoqi Xu, Strangers on the Western Front: Chinese workers in the Great War (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 2011), 43.
23
Paul Bailey, “Interview with Paul Bailey – Chinese Workers in World War One France: An Overlooked Episode
in the History of Chinese Foreign Policy and Chinese Labour,” Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland,
audio, November 13, 2014, https://backdoorbroadcasting.net/2014/11/paul-bailey-chinese-workers-in-world-warone-france-an-overlooked-episode-in-the-history-of-chinese-foreign-policy-and-chinese-labour/
24
Emmet O’Connor, “William Walker, Irish Labour and ‘Chinese slavery’ in South Africa, 1904-6,” Irish Historical
Studies: Vol. 37, No. 145 (May 2010): 48.
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and Problems,” an exhaustive history of the Chinese Labour Corps.25 While Griffin found
telegrams between high ranking members of British government that revealed key connections
between the Chinese Labour Corps and the coolie trade, he believed that such a revelation would
be damaging to the British reputation and chose not to pursue the topic any further, writing,
“Over emphasis of [the Chinese laborers’] exploitation and of their subjugation to the imperialist
mentality could add too damaging a contribution to the…literature.”26 His conclusion makes no
mention of the connection, rather, it claims that the high ranking officials implicated had “minor”
roles and that all events should be seen in the light of the, “subconscious respect for justice and
fair play,” that the British possess.27
This thesis focuses on the history of the Chinese Labour Corps in relation to the
preexisting British coolie trade of the twentieth century, and examines the connections and
similarities between the two seemingly unrelated practices. This thesis argues that the Chinese
Labour Corps and the British coolie trade are not separate ventures but are actually interrelated,
and that Chinese Labour Corps’ methods of recruiting, transport, and conditions of work were
very similar to, if not the same as, those of the twentieth century British coolie trade. The
Chinese Labour Corps was in many ways an extension of the preexisting British coolie trade,
rather than an independent and novel use of Chinese labor by the British.

Nicholas John Griffin, “The Use of Chinese Labour by the British Army, 1916-1920: The “Raw Importation,” Its
Scope and Problems,” Unpublished PhD Dissertation, (University of Oklahoma, 1973).
26
Nicholas John Griffin, “The Use of Chinese Labour by the British Army, 1916-1920: The “Raw Importation,” Its
Scope and Problems,” Unpublished PhD Dissertation, (University of Oklahoma, 1973), 256.
27
Griffin, “The Use of Chinese Labour,” 257.
25
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CHAPTER I: RECRUITMENT

Recruitment plans for the Chinese Labour Corps were set into motion in August 1916.28
Having made the decision to recruit Chinese laborers to aid in the war effort, Britain now needed
to decide from where and how the Chinese laborers should be recruited. The War Office’s first
choice of location was Hong Kong, as it could be used in order to keep recruitment officially in
British territory, but this was soon scrapped for the British territory of Weihaiwei for both
political and logistical reasons.29 Politically, Weihaiwei offered a more lucrative choice of
location than Hong Kong in that its status as British territory was disputed, with the original
lease of Weihaiwei to the British being “ambiguous” and the Colonial Office “unable to clarify
the actual legal situation obtaining there.”30 Seeing as it was not officially a colony, and had been
operating “almost independently” under its Commissioners, Weihaiwei would allow the British
to also claim ignorance from the recruitment scheme if the Germans were to ask questions. In
short, the political ambiguities surrounding Weihaiwei provided the British a unique opportunity
to divert blame from both China and Britain through Weihaiwei’s unique status, which “suited
London perfectly.”31 However, the use of Weihaiwei to avoid operating under Chinese
jurisdiction was far from a novel idea, the same loophole had been exploited during the coolie

28

Guoqi Xu, Strangers on the Western Front: Chinese workers in the Great War (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 2011), 27.
29
Xu, Strangers on the Western Front, 41.
30
Nicholas John Griffin, “The Use of Chinese Labour by the British Army, 1916-1920: The “Raw Importation,” Its
Scope and Problems,” Unpublished PhD Dissertation, (University of Oklahoma, 1973), 47.
31
Griffin, “The Use of Chinese Labour,”48.
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trade.
Recruitment for indentured laborers to South Africa for use in the Witwatersrand gold
mines lasted from 1903 to 1906, with around 64,000 Chinese laborers involved in the operation
by its termination in 1910.32 The recruitment scheme was run by private companies based in
treaty ports, which allowed them to function outside of Chinese jurisdiction, and provided the
laborers to the British for a small fee.33 Recruitment was heavily concentrated in the north of
China due to racist justifications that the Chinese from the north were hardier and more resistant
to harsh conditions due to their experience with the cold, with the vast majority of the laborers
recruited from the provinces of Zhili and Shandong.34 The laborers were held in recruitment
camps in Shandong province prior to embarkation, and were housed in barbed-wire enclosed
barracks until their transportation to South Africa via the cargo hold of ships.35 Death, injury, and
disease such as beriberi were all common on the overseas journey due to the cramped quarters
the laborers were confined to.36 Once the laborers arrived in South Africa they were forbidden
from leaving their designated work area, which included the Rand gold mines as well as barbedwire enclosed camps that the laborers lived in, and were subject to harsh disciplinary measures
such as flogging.37 The 1906 scandal led to the disbandment of the labor scheme, and the last
group of surviving laborers in South Africa was repatriated to China in 1910.38

32

Peter Richardson, Chinese Mine Labour in the Transvaal, (London: Macmillan Press, 1982), p.78.
Paul J. Bailey, “’An Army of Workers’: Chinese Indentured Labor in the First World War France,” In Race,
Empire and First World War Writings, ed. Santanu Das (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 38.
34
Peter Richardson, Chinese Mine Labour in the Transvaal, (London: Macmillan Press, 1982), p.78.
35
P.R.O./W.O. 32/11345, Recruitment, The Commissioner of Weihaiwei to the Secretary of State for the Colonies,
Colonial Office, October 10th, 1916.
36
Peter Richardson, Chinese Mine Labour in the Transvaal, (London: Macmillan Press, 1982), p.78.
37
Paul J. Bailey, “'Coolies' Or Huagong?: Conflicting British and Chinese Attitudes Towards Chinese Contract
Workers in World War One France," In Britain and China, 1840-1970: Empire, Finance and War, ed. Robert
Bickers and Jonathan J. Howlett (New York: Routledge, 2015.), p.108.
38
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The use of Weihaiwei as a recruitment center for the Chinese Labour Corps had other
benefits besides its convenient political ambiguity: advantages in logistics and recruitment.
Logistically, Weihaiwei’s port facilities allowed for the large transport ships needed to move
high volumes of Chinese laborers to Europe overseas.39 (See Appendix E Photo 17-20)
Weihaiwei also provided a solution to the problem of laborers themselves, as its proximity to
Shandong province allowed Britain to recruit laborers who were accustomed to cold weather and
harsh conditions that the laborers might be exposed to in Europe.40 (See Appendix E Photo 24)
Officer H.R. Wakefield wrote, “The coolie is a splendid and versatile worker, inured to hardship
and almost indifferent to the weather,”41 Wakefield was not alone in this opinion, as the
Governor of Hong Kong felt that the Chinese from Shandong were, “more suitable on the
following grounds…they are inured to cold.”42 The exact same justification was made a decade
earlier for recruitment of Chinese indentured laborers for use in the Rand mines, “Unskilled
white labor has been tried on some of the mines, and has always resulted in failure, for the
following reasons: the climate is not suitable for the white man and a laborer…the most
favorable is China, particularly North China.”43 The Chinese from Shandong also had a vested
interest in helping the Allies win the war, as recovering Jiaozhou Bay in Shandong province,

Griffin, “The Use of Chinese Labour,”48.
Guoqi Xu, Strangers on the Western Front: Chinese workers in the Great War (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 2011), 28.
41
H.R. Wakefield, “Chinese Labour in France,” NA, Kew, WO 106/33, quoted in Guoqi Xu, Strangers on the
Western Front (USA: President and Fellows of Harvard College, 2011), 27.
42
P.R.O./W.O. 32/11345, Recruitment, Governor of Hong Kong, to Secretary of State for the Colonies, October 9th,
1916.
43
"Collecting, Preparing, and Transporting Chinese Laborers to the Transvaal Mines," The Far-Eastern Review, vol.
II, no. 10, 1906, p. 283. Nineteenth Century Collections Online,
link.gale.com/apps/doc/RCOUIK298640737/NCCO?u=mag_u_um&sid=NCCO&xid=949c01f9. (Accessed 25 Jan.
2021.)
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which had been in the hands of the Germans and was now under control of the Japanese, was a
major goal of the Chinese in supplying labor to the British.44
The underlying racist motivations for the use of Chinese laborers in World War I should
not be overlooked, as they were a direct repeat of the motivations behind using non-white labor
in South Africa, and a desire to uphold traditional white supremacy over non-white peoples.
Telegrams from Beilby Alston, a British diplomat in Beijing, to the Foreign Office, read, “It is of
the utmost importance for the Military Authorities to secure as soon as possible coloured labour
for employment…the successful progress of operations in the near future largely depends on
it.”45 The justification behind using Chinese labor was inherently racist, as Mr. Alston’s
specification that the British sought, “coloured labor,” further proves that the British were
deliberately seeking out non-white assistance rather than recruit laborers from neutral countries
with primarily white populations, like America for example. The same racial dynamics were at
play here that had existed in the slave trade and the coolie trade of indentured servants.
The recruitment of the Shandong laborers through Weihaiwei was therefore settled on as
the best choice for a variety of reasons, but the question of how to recruit in Shandong without
drawing the attention of Germany had yet to be settled. A possible solution to this was proposed
by Sir Edward Grey, who suggested using “local recruiting agents” to recruit laborers in
Shandong province, who would then direct the laborers to go through Weihaiwei where they
could be “regularly recruited as though they were ordinary inhabitants of [Weihaiwei].”46 This
method of recruitment would allow Britain to contain its technical involvement to Weihaiwei,
rather than risk direct recruitment in Shandong, and would in turn allow Britain to continue
44

Guoqi Xu, Strangers on the Western Front: Chinese workers in the Great War (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 2011), 6.
45
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46
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downplaying their use of Chinese labor. Since Grey had been an outspoken opponent of the use
of Chinese labor in 1904, he had a vested interest in maintaining not only the success, but the
secrecy of the Chinese Labour Corps, which using independent recruiting agents could also help
to ensure.
The British government also needed to maintain the secrecy of the Chinese Labour Corps
in order to avoid any overt militaristic relationship between China and Britain, which would
draw ire from Germany since China was claiming neutrality at the time. Therefore Grey’s
scheme to use “recruiting agents” posed a possible solution to the problem of recruiting the
Chinese laborers directly through the military, and the War Office began to search for private
firms that could handle recruitment in Shandong.47 It was during this period that Sir John Jordan,
the British minister in Beijing who was in contact with Grey, wrote, “My idea would be
to…enlist services of local British firms…who had large experience of recruiting for South
Africa,” to recruit Chinese laborers in Shandong and then direct them to Weihaiwei.48 Soon after
Sir Jordan’s proposal, Colonel Robertson wrote to London alerting Military Intelligence that,
“We are now collecting as many of the recruiting agents who worked in the South African
scheme as possible.”49
This blatant and surprising link between the Chinese Labour Corps and the coolie trade
that caused such a scandal a mere decade earlier was no doubt on the minds of many, as can be
seen from Robertson’s bold suggestion that the Chinese Labour Corps recruitment scheme be

Nicholas John Griffin, “The Use of Chinese Labour by the British Army, 1916-1920: The “Raw Importation,” Its
Scope and Problems,” Unpublished PhD Dissertation, (University of Oklahoma, 1973), 55.
48
P.R.O./W.O. 32/11345, Recruitment, Sir John Jordan, Peking, October 2nd, 1916.
49
W.O. 106/33, quoted in Nicholas John Griffin, “The Use of Chinese Labour by the British Army, 1916-1920: The
“Raw Importation,” Its Scope and Problems,” Unpublished PhD Dissertation, (University of Oklahoma, 1973), 55.
47
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handled, “Something like the Coolies in the Rand.”50 While Robertson did not shy away from
making the comparison, others, like Grey, strived to avoid it. Along with the use of the same
recruiting agents for the Chinese Labour Corp that had been employed in the coolie trade, the
British also used the very same barracks in Weihaiwei for both ventures, holding laborers while
they waited for transport to Europe.51 The British government was well aware of this overlap, as
Colonial Secretary Bonar Law queried the Witwatersrand Native Labour Association of
Johannesburg on whether the British government could use the barracks, to which the latter
responded that they could do so for free.52
With the location and recruitment methods of the Chinese Labour Corps decided upon,
the legal technicalities surrounding recruitment in China were next to be deliberated. China was
not ignorant of the harsh treatment laborers had recently experienced at the hands of the British
coolie trade, and had made efforts to ensure better treatment in the past. Unfortunately, it appears
that the British government purposefully hid the operation from the Chinese government, with
the Foreign Office telegramming Sir Jordan that, since the Chinese would be technically
recruited from Weihaiwei and, “externally British…there would seem to be no reason why
Chinese Government should be officially cognizant of the proceedings…coming to a formal
agreement, such as was entered into in the case of South Africa, does not seem to arise.”53 Sir
Jordan responded positively, confirming that the whole scheme was to be kept secret from China
for as long as possible, as he wrote “I think it would be better to say nothing to Chinese

Griffin, “The Use of Chinese Labour,” 58.
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Government but simply to go ahead and deal with obstruction as it occurs.”54 Perhaps the most
significant document, though, is a telegram from Mr. Alston, who openly calls the laborers
“indentured” in his discussion of keeping the Chinese government in the dark.55 The deception is
especially telling because the Chinese government at this time was willingly working with the
French government to send Chinese laborers to Europe, with the conditions that the laborers
would retain certain rights and benefits. This suggests that the British were keeping the operation
secret only to avoid these conditions and additional expenditures, and not out of any genuine fear
that the Chinese government would put a stop to the operation entirely.
The Chinese government did eventually catch on to the British recruitment scheme for
the Chinese Labour Corps, but it was in no position to truly stand up to British demands. Though
Xu Guoqi did unearth a previously unknown document revealing an agreement made between
the British and Chinese governments on the recruitment of laborers, it seems that China had no
real way of ensuring these terms were enforced.56 For example, the agreement dictated that
contracts with laborers should be for three years, with six months’ salary provided for laborers
who were sent back, as well as Sundays and Chinese National Day off work, plus the agreement
that the Chinese laborers would be treated equal to other workers.57 In reality these demands
were rarely, if ever, met. Though a diplomat was to be assigned by the Chinese legation in
London to oversee that these conditions were upheld, the Chinese legation failed to ever
effectively do so, citing the reason that they were “short of staff”.58 In the end the British
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proceeded with recruitment using contracts that failed to specify any of the demands that China
made of them (see Appendix A).
The British recruited the Chinese to be laborers with the promise that they would not be
employed in direct danger on account of the war; however, evidence suggests not only that this
was false, but also that the British government was well aware of the deception. A telegram to
Sir Jordan reveals that the contracts used for recruiting the laborers originally contained the
promise that the men would not be “under fire” but that this was substituted for the words, “in
military operations,”, a phrase that would ensure less liability.59 In the final contracts delivered to
recruits, like the one signed by Mr. Liu, the British did not guarantee any of the conditions that
the Chinese government had demanded (see Appendix A). Xu Guoqi writes, “The British terms
for the Chinese were less detailed, very brief, and intentionally misleading.”60 Mr. Alston said of
the deal, “We are getting coolies free of cost as far as Chinese Government is concerned and also
free of conditions as to their employment.”61
Conditions the Chinese were recruited under were therefore no different than the
conditions they had been recruited under in the British coolie trade just ten years earlier, and in
many ways were much worse. The same recruiting companies, barracks, and vague contracts
were used for both operations, but in addition to this Chinese laborers for the Chinese Labour
Corps received one franc for each day spent working for the British, roughly the same amount if
not less than they were paid as laborers in South Africa when the currencies are converted.62
Furthermore, the recruiting companies who delivered the Chinese recruits to Weihaiwei received
59
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“one pound seventeen shillings and sixpence” in payment, the exact same amount that they had
received through the coolie trade for importing Chinese laborers to the Rand mines, as Sir Jordan
writes, “Latter was sum agreed upon with same firm for supplying coolies…for South Africa.”63
Finally, though the Chinese government was able to make certain demands of the British during
the coolie trade on behalf of the laborers’ well-being, this was not the case when it came to the
Chinese Labour Corps.
Official recruitment for the Chinese Labour Corps began in August 1916.64 Once the
Chinese laborers were recruited they would make their way to Weihaiwei, either directly or
through smaller recruitment depots and training stations along the Tsangkou-Tsinanfu Railway,
and by March 1917 recruits accepted in Tsangkou could bypass Weihaiwei altogether by
shipping out directly from the docks at Qingdao.65 It is in Tsangtau that Daryl Klein, second
lieutenant in the Chinese Labour Corps, begins his firsthand account of his time spent with the
Chinese Labour Corps in his poorly named book With the Chinks, one of the best primary
sources available on the topic. Klein provides valuable insight into the conditions the Chinese
laborers were kept in the training station, including his first impression of the place, which was
surrounded in barbed wire, that he thought looked “For all the world like a prison camp.”66
Klein recounts first seeing the “prisoners,” by which he means the recruits for the
Chinese Labour Corps, and writes, “At second glance I thought of them as so many convicts.”67
Convicts they might as well have been, as Klein recalls that once they had enrolled they were no
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longer allowed to leave the compound, and that sentries were posted throughout the camp, “In
order to prevent the escape of homesick, lovelorn or otherwise fed-up coolies.”68 Similarly,
Chinese laborers who worked in the South African Rand mines were forbidden from leaving
their compounds, “They could not leave the mining premises…the local government considered
them criminals if found outside their mining camps.”69 William Walker, a trade unionist in
Ireland at the time, said of these conditions, “There can remain no doubt as to its constituting a
condition of slavery. The Chinese cannot leave his compound without a pass from his
employer…if such be not forthcoming may be hauled to prison and sentenced for the crime of
being free.”70 Whether thought of as slavery or indentured labor, the fact remains that the
Chinese Labour Corps was almost an exact repeat of the conditions enforced in the South
African coolie trade.
Those who were able to leave the Chinese Labour Corps’ training facilities usually did so
involuntarily, as new recruits were immediately subjected to a medical examination that resulted
in a great number of them being declared unfit, many of whom were then abandoned by the
recruitment companies who had brought them to Weihaiwei to find their own way back to
wherever they had come from.71 This medical examination consisted of a general checkup, the
most important part of which was the eye exam, and recruits were rejected primarily due to the
eye disease Trachoma.72 The examination itself was based on the same exam that Chinese
laborers had been given when employed for labor in the South African Rand mines,
68
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“Unfortunately the War Office, with bland unimaginativeness, had decreed that the same medical
procedures be laid down for the selection of coolies in 1916 and 1917 as had been employed a
decade earlier in the immigration to South Africa.”73 It would appear that as the operation
continued, the British became more and more comfortable with settling into the same practices
as in the coolie trade.
For the recruits who successfully passed the medical examination and found themselves
members of the Chinese Labour Corps, they were then subjected to something dubbed the
‘Sausage Machine’.74 By going through the sausage machine the Chinese recruits were
transformed into laborers fit for the British workforce, a process which Klein remarks, “turns an
ordinary uninviting workaday coolie into a clean, well-clothed and smartly active human
being.”75 The process itself involved a hair cut in which the Chinese had their queue removed, a
bath, a change of clothes, vaccinations, and the issuing of a metal bracelet with an identification
number stamped into it.76 Klein calls these “pleasures” that awaited the “lucky coolies” upon
arrival to the camp.77 The identification number issued to the laborers was from then on the only
identification used for that laborer, names were no longer of any importance, further
dehumanizing the Chinese and reducing them to something akin to livestock.78 This number
system was approved by Sir Jordan, who was alerted to the idea by the Foreign Office, “Means
of identification should be provided, Suggest wrist band with number.”79 One laborer spoke of
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this transformation, “I was no longer my own master…my body seemed to be the important
thing; for no one concerned himself over what might be going on in my head.”80
After going through the ‘sausage machine’ the laborers were subjected to harsh military
discipline and kept, “much like prisoners of war” until their departure for Europe, despite the fact
that the Chinese Labour Corps was supposed to be voluntary, non-military employment.81
During their stay in the training camps, which often lasted several months, they were trained in
marching and “drilling without [firearms]”, which were not allowed inside the camp.82 While
firearms were not allowed inside the training camps, the militaristic atmosphere caused many
Chinese to fear that they were actually headed to the front to fight. Klein writes that officers
supervising the Chinese Labour Corps were cautioned not to “put too military a construction
upon our duties, do not spread the notion amongst your men that they are going into the frontline trenches, do not lead them to suppose that they are China’s first hundred thousand.”83 This
concern was shared by Sir Jordan who wrote, “If project is to succeed at all every effort must be
made to keep military nature of organization in the background.”84 As for what the Chinese
laborers were told, Klein writes, “The coolies do not know and do not question where they are
going. Having been assured that they are not going into action on the western front.”85 His claim
of the laborers’ apathy is doubtful, as he later writes of multiple coups that occurred in which the
laborers attempted to escape the camp.
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Though the laborers were kept under military discipline, this was downplayed by the
British in order to try and minimize fears that the Chinese would be close to or on the front lines
after it became apparent that recruitment agents were having difficulty recruiting due to said
fears among the Chinese. The Foreign Office telegrammed Sir Jordan suggesting, “In order to
mitigate this…you may think, for instance, that the omission from the contract of mention that
coolies will be ‘under the Arm act for discipline’ might have a salutary effect.”86 Perhaps
realizing that this may not be enough, the Foreign Office also suggested that Sir Jordan, “may
even go so far as to…drop all military organization and adopt the original South African method,
namely to ship the coolies to France in ordinary consignments.”87 The Secretary of State
responded on Sir Jordan’s behalf agreeing to, “The suggestion that the coolies should be shipped
to France in ordinary consignments with…white men in charge…on the same lines as was done
in the case of the importation of Chinese into South Africa.” This is consistent with Klein’s own
observations, as the Chinese under his control were not given military uniforms, and were
overseen by himself and a few other officers, all of whom were white (See Appendix E Photos
16, 21-23).
The militaristic atmosphere, combined with the ever-present language barriers and
culture differences, led many of the men in charge of the Chinese Labour Corps to abuse their
power over the laborers. Klein writes, “There is rivalry among the officers in regard to the
number of canes broken on the backs, legs and shins, not to speak of the heads of defaulters. The
supply of canes ran short in Tsingtau some time ago.”88 One officer, called Harris, admitted that
he was growing, “astonishingly callous” in his treatment of the laborers, angering at any slight
86
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breach of discipline or disobedience whether intended or not.89 Another officer, Clarison,
bragged of clubbing a laborer in the head with such force that Klein writes, “Had it been a
Western cranium, it would have cracked.”90 Yet another is quoted, “Nothing knocks anything
into a coolie so well as a nose-bleed.”91 After one attempted escape Klein writes, “Accusations
were made of unnecessary cruelty”.92 The mistreatment of the laborers suggests that, while the
Chinese Labour Corps was presented as a legitimate and voluntary employment opportunity, it
was overseen as if the men were no more than indentured servants forced to endure whatever the
officers dished out.
While some officers clearly believed that inhumane punishment would eventually force
the laborers into proper behavior, language differences between the officers and the laborers
rendered most of their efforts ineffective. Klein notes that the laborers’ breach of discipline was
often due to the fact that instructions were not clearly conveyed to them.93 One American YMCA
secretary who visited a Chinese Labour Corps’ camp observed these communication issues and
the mistreatment of the laborers that followed, writing in his report, “Where the officers do not
speak Chinese no work has been more necessary than [that of translators]. Strikes have been
settled, riots avoided, even blood shed averted and the heartiest appreciation of the officers and
men gotten. A great deal has thus been done to procure a more enlightened treatment of the
Chinese and matters have been smoothed over and trouble saved.”94 (See Appendix D)
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Nevertheless, the officers in Klein’s training camp blamed the Chinese for any
misunderstandings, labeling them “stupid”, “simple”, and “childlike.”95
Throughout the months of training in China laborers were guaranteed clothes and rest,
but in reality their living situation was closer to that which the indentured laborers of the South
African coolie trade had endured.96 The barracks that the laborers lived in, the same that
indentured laborers had once used, were packed full, “About 250 coolies live in a house; which
suggest congestion,” Klein writes.97 As for rest, Klein writes that the coolies were, “Packed in at
night shoulder to shoulder on three tiers of shelves running the length of the Bunk-house. I do
not doubt that a medical commission would condemn the method as being perilously
insanitary.”98 Klein calls the bunk-houses “a tomb of the living”, not entirely exaggerated, as one
unlucky laborer fell from his bunk and, “unwittingly altered the shape of his head…[the Chinese
laborers] left him lying on the floor bleeding through the ears…in which condition he was
found.”99 Clearly the living conditions were not suitable for living, not to mention sleeping.
The unsafe housing and harsh treatment the laborers faced were not their only challenge;
while the laborers were promised in their contracts to be suitably fed, it is likely that they often
skipped meals. Klein writes of three incidents in the training camp alone in which the laborers
expressed hunger, and while his observations occurred in Qingdao it is reasonable to assume that
similar circumstances befell the laborers in Weihaiwei.100 Despite all the difficulties of life in
the training camps, and likely due to the barbed wire fence and sentries preventing escape,
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enough laborers were retained from the original group of recruits so that the first British
contingent of Chinese laborers shipped out of Weihaiwei on January 18th, 1917, thus beginning
the long journey from China to Europe.101
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CHAPTER II: TRANSPORT

The journey from China to Europe was not a pleasant one, with the Chinese laborers
subjected to a myriad of unpleasant conditions including seasickness, starvation, confinement,
and even death. The transport ships used to transport the Chinese laborers to Europe were
modified in the same way, “as was the case with South African arrangement,” which is to say,
the holds of cargo ships were filled with hastily constructed wooden lattice structures on which
to pack Chinese laborers on top of one another like sardines in a can.102 These holds were
unstable, prone to collapse, and according to one company commander, “condemned as
dangerous”.103 That being said, after spending months in training camps, many men of the
Chinese Labour Corps were happy to finally be embarking for Europe. Klein writes of
embarkation day in Qingdao, “Like Graduation Day in an American University…[the Chinese
laborers] set out light-heartedly, as men on some fine adventure.”104 (See Appendix C; Appendix
E Photos 18-20, 25-28.) While Klein’s experience with embarkation days seems positive, he
does note that the first contingent to sail was subject to a mutiny soon after embarking, due to a
rumor circulating among the laborers that they were, “Walking into a death-trap.”105
Chinese fears of danger regarding the overseas journey were not unfounded, as can be
seen by the sinking of the French transport ship Athos, which was torpedoed and sunk by a
102
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German U-boat on February 17, 1917.106 The sinking of the Athos resulted in the deaths of 543
Chinese laborers, which it had been carrying to France at the time, and caused the British to
reevaluate their own plans for transporting the Chinese Labour Corps overseas.107 Originally
British ships carrying the Chinese Labour Corps made their way to France through the Suez
Canal and the Cape of Good Hope, but since that was the same route that the Athos had taken
when it was sunk, the British began transporting the Chinese to France through Canada starting
with the Empress of Russia on March 15, 1917.108 Klein writes of fear amongst the laborers
regarding the overseas journey, suggesting that they were aware of this danger, “A malicious
report has lately gained credence among [the laborers] that the last two transports were either
torpedoed, or captured by the Germans; a story, needless to say, entirely baseless.”109 While
Klein dismisses the rumors, it is clear that they were founded in truth.
Along with recent evidence of the danger, a shipwreck involving Chinese indentured
laborers that had occurred only nine years earlier off the coast of Weihaiwei may have been fresh
in the memory of many of the men, given that most were from Shandong. The wreck in question,
involving Japanese ships Ginsei Maru and Dai San Nagata Maru, was recorded in The Japan
Times due to the extraordinary cruelty the casualties were treated with by those who came upon
the bodies.110 The ships had been carrying indentured laborers who had completed their contracts
overseas, many of whom were returning with the savings of several years.111 Their bodies were
robbed of any valuables, and many had fingers missing from hasty attempts at stealing the rings
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from their fingers.112 While the paper does not mention who exactly was responsible for the
cruelty, the wreck’s proximity to Weihaiwei means that the possibility of British involvement
cannot be ruled out. If this incident was remembered by any of the Chinese Labour Corps
recruits it would have served as a frightening precedent of what could happen to them if they
were to die at sea.
Warfare and shipwrecks were not the only risks the Chinese laborers faced on their
journey to Europe, the close quarters and unsanitary living conditions also presented a great risk
for transmission of disease and suffocation. The use of the same methods of transportation that
had been employed during the South African coolie trade meant the laborers were transported
like cargo. This practice did not go without notice, rather, the British justified it as being possible
due to racial differences in what space a man needed to survive. Even the Americans accepted
this, as can be seen from the 1917 New York Times article “China’s Man Power Aids France in
War,” in which an unnamed representative of “one of the largest British manufacturing and
trading concerns in China” is interviewed on the topic, an example of how news of the Chinese
Labour Corps made it into print in America while strict censorship prevented the same from
happening in Britain. The representative is quoted, “[The Chinese laborers] are carried over to
France at the rate of between 2000 and 3000 a ship…It does not take a large ship to carry 2000
Chinese, for they go practically as freight. A Chinese can flourish in a space that would hardly
do a white man for his grave.”113 Racist ideas permeated the British justification for the harsh
treatment of the Chinese laborers, and closely mimicked the same justifications made a decade
earlier in the coolie trade.
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As for the cargo hold that the laborers inhabited, which would never have been normally
used for transporting European or American passengers, it was a filthy and congested place. Xu
Guoqi writes of the living conditions, “[The Chinese laborers] were put into a poorly ventilated,
cramped hold where each individual occupied a living space the size of a clothes closet, and
often even less.”114 Klein, who, along with the other officers of the Chinese Labour Corps, was
not subjected to the same confinement, also writes of this spectacle, “By those experienced in the
job it is known as ‘packing.’ The coolies are not passengers…the coolies are so much cargo,
livestock, which has to be packed away, so many head in a hold. Picture them streaming into a
hold, in single file, their packs on their backs…stowing away no less than 1700 coolies in an
hour and thirty-five minutes.”115 (See Appendix C; Appendix E photo 18-20, 27) In another
instance Klein describes the laborers’ living quarters in the holds below deck as seeming to him,
“Like a house of mild torture.”116
Along with being congested, the bunks built into the hold were structurally unstable, with
daily inspections necessary to prevent as much as possible any deadly collapses in the night.
Klein writes with great casualty that occasionally the ship’s medical officer had to perform
surgeries on laborers who fell, the reason being that, “In a fit of absent-mindedness a coolie may
elect to fall four stories of bunks and land more or less heavily on a steel-plate floor. Anyone but
a coolie would, of course, be instantly killed. That man…suffers nothing more than the fracture
of some insignificant bone.”117 While it is doubtful that any man would ‘elect’ to fall four stories,
it seems to be an event that occurred multiple times on Klein’s ship alone. Klein later writes of
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one morning where the ship’s carpenter was busy, “erecting and strengthening bunks that had
fallen in the night,” and tells how one American officer remarked, “It’s a wonder my company
weren’t killed in their sleep last night.”118 Since Chinese laborers were transported in much the
same way during their use in South Africa, similar tragedies unfolded on those journeys as well,
and one article admits that it was common for several Chinese to die on each ship of laborers
carried to South Africa.119
The confinement of so many men to such a dangerous and unsuitable location was made
worse by the fact that officers of the Chinese Labour Corps would often smoke in the area below
deck, worsening the already present complaints of suffocation and lack of fresh air. Klein writes
that the officers would smoke, “to show 4200 coolies that whereas smoking is strictly prohibited
in the holds and ‘tween decks [he is] a privileged person…as many of the company commanders
who can, do smoke”120 This problem appears to have been frequent among the transport ships,
with tensions escalating to the point where, in one instance, laborers threatened to mutiny if they
were not given, “time on deck in the open air.”121 Klein, too, reports of this occurring, “The
stench was abominable. They could not breathe. So up they came and spread themselves on the
decks.”122 (See Appendix E photo 28) The utter lack of regard for the safety of the Chinese
laborers illustrates once again the unfortunate similarities between the Chinese Labour Corps and
the coolie trade.
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While the contracts of the Chinese Labour Corps and the contracts for the indentured
servants in South Africa both claimed to provide adequate food for the laborers once employed,
this appears to be far from the truth. Brian C. Fawcett writes in “The Chinese Labour Corps in
France” that the transport ships frequently suffered from a, “shortage of vegetables, leading to
scurvy and beriberi, thus making the coolies of little use.”123 Meanwhile, Klein writes that the
quartermaster on board his own ship spent most of his time, “selling peanuts, cigarettes, and
sugar to the coolies at an unconscionable profit,” suggesting that food was in high demand.124 Xu
Guoqi also noticed this discrepancy, writing, “Sometimes the men did not even have enough to
eat. One British NCO in the Army Service Corps remembered that the Chinese laborers were
sometimes so hungry that whenever bread was available, they overate so much that they had to
lie flat on the deck.”125 This clear violation of the laborers’ contracts on the part of the British
further illustrates how the Chinese were treated far more like indentured servants than equals
under employment, as indentured servants were subjected to the same abuse and inhumane
conditions. Evidence suggests that the Chinese not only faced vitamin deficiency, but starvation
and even death as a result of this treatment.
The hunger and starvation the Chinese laborers faced drove many to desperate acts of
survival that illustrate just how inhumane their treatment was at the hands of the British. Some of
the most disturbing examples of such starvation are provided by Klein, who writes, “The lifebelts on board are not of the conventional rubber-tyre type, but canvas-covered slabs of
cork…An inspection of [the life-belts] proved that the Chinese are capable of eating cork, the
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canvas having been slit and chunks nibbled out of more than one belt.”126 Klein goes on to
suggest that the reason for this may be that the Chinese thought the life-belts were made out of
biscuits. In another instance, Klein describes a type of watery liquid that would boil up from,
“cylinder boxes of the winches…the admixture of lubricating oil, unavoidable,” which he
explains the Chinese laborers would drink, something he seems to praise them for as he writes
that they are, “inventive as well as adaptive.”127 The knowledge that the Chinese had to resort to
such measures to avoid starvation may help shed light on many of the deaths that occurred
during the overseas journey, one of which is specifically attributed to, “obstruction of the bowel”
in the Empress of Asia’s ship logs.128 While the British appear to have promised the safe return
of any casualties’ bodies to China for burial, evidence suggests that when men died on this leg of
the journey their bodies were thrown overboard.129 Even before setting foot in Europe the
Chinese laborers’ first casualties had already occurred, but it was not the Germans who had
caused them, it was the British.
British recruitment for the Chinese Labour Corps was terminated by April 30, 1918 due
to a severe shortage of transport ships caused by American entry into the war.130 Recruits who
had already been enrolled in the Chinese Labour Corps and were awaiting embarkation day
found their contracts terminated even if they had already undergone months of training in
China.131 The last contingent of Chinese laborers to set sail for France departed on March 2,
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1918.132 By matching Klein’s description of his own contingent, which he claims was made up
of 13 officers, 5 interpreters, one medical assistant, and 4200 Chinese recruits, with a record of
ships that sailed from Tsingtao, it can be determined that Klein likely sailed on the Tyndareus on
February 26, 1918, the penultimate ship to leave China.133 This assertion is supported by the fact
that Klein had previously written of his knowledge of a rumor that recruitment had stopped.134
Furthermore, Klein writes that many of his contingent had shipped out in a hurry with little
training, and that his own company contained boys as young as fourteen years of age, another
sign that his ship had been amongst the last to leave.135
The inclusion of children into the Chinese Labour Corps provides another disparaging
reminder that it was far from a legitimate employment opportunity for Chinese men, and mimics
the inclusion of children into the South African coolie trade, which openly recruited laborers as
young as fifteen years of age to work in the Rand mines.136 The fact that some of the Chinese
were only children does not appear to have won them any sympathy, at least not on Klein’s ship,
who writes, “Nothing passes in the mind of a coolie…his attitude towards existence is the
attitude of a domesticated animal.”137 The others appear to share this sentiment, as Klein writes,
“To Joe, the coolies are theoretically as the dust under his feet.”138 Ironically, Klein later writes
that the Chinese recruits are, “As simple as children,” perhaps forgetting his earlier admittance
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that many of his own contingent literally were.139 Despite the unsympathetic attitudes of their
commanding officers and the young age of some of the laborers, the majority of the Chinese
recruits managed to survive the overseas journey, bringing them to the next leg of their journey:
the Canadian pathway.
To minimize time spent on open water after the sinking of the Athos the British
government entered into an agreement with the Canadian government to transport the Chinese
Labour Corps across Canada. The Chinese laborers arrived in Canada at William Head in
Vancouver, traveled via railway to either Halifax, St. John, or Montreal, and were then picked up
by ships once again for transport to Noyelles-sur-Mer in France, the central hub through which
the Chinese Labour Corps were dispersed throughout Europe.140 The first shipment of the
Chinese Labour Corps to Canada arrived in William Head on April 2, 1917 via the Empress of
Russia, but only four days later a massive wrench was thrown into their plans in the form of the
Americans declaring war on Germany.141 Suddenly the top priority was transporting American
soldiers, not Chinese laborers, to Europe. The Chinese Labour Corps were left to take whatever
transport happened to be available, resulting in significant overcrowding of the William Head
holding center as recruits continued to file in with nowhere to go.
The reason for the confinement of the Chinese Labour Corps to William Head and the
railroad routes to the eastern coast was that the Canadian government, even more so than the
British government, desired to keep the existence of the Chinese laborers in the country a secret.
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This was due to Canada’s own prior reliance on indentured labor, which similarly to the use of
Chinese labor in America, had resulted in large amounts of Chinese immigrants that had since
become unwelcome in the country and were subjected to high immigration taxes.142 Ironically,
Canada had used Chinese indentured labor to build the very same railroad that the Chinese
Labour Corps recruits were now confined to: the Canadian Pacific Railway, and the very same
William Head that they were funneled through had originally been built to quarantine Chinese
coolies and immigrants upon their arrival to Canada.143 Since the Chinese Labour Corps recruits
were only meant to be passing through, the Canadian government agreed to waive the 500dollar-a-head immigration tax on the Chinese laborers with the condition that they, “were not
allowed to leave their trains or have any freedom of movement.”144
While the conditions and terms of Chinese transport through Canada were undeniably
harsh, the secrecy surrounding the Canadian pathway of the Chinese Labour Corps transportation
route was a resounding success. As Xu Guoqi writes, “The Canadian transport program was a
double success. The first success was to transport Chinese laborers to France via Canada and
return them to China by the same route after the war was over…the second success…was to keep
the operation secret.”145 To ensure the British followed through on their promise to confine the
Chinese laborers while in Canada, the Canadian Military Police Corps guarded them closely,
from their arrival at William Head to their journey via cattle cars to the east coast.146 Another
safeguard taken by the Canadian government that ensured this continued secrecy was the War
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Measures Act, which allowed the government to censor the Canadian press entirely with regards
to the Chinese Labour Corps.147 The Chinese government’s success in keeping the Canadian leg
of the journey secret was so successful that, as Xu writes, “One Canadian historian has noted, the
Chinese labour corps ‘finds not a single mention in standard studies of the Canadian war effort,”
and it is perhaps to this part of the history of the Chinese Labour Corps that Xu contributes his
most significant research.148
As recruits continued to file in to William Head overcrowding began to present itself as a
larger issue, and the Canadian government began to search for options as to what to do with the
massive amount of confined laborers. As Frances Wood writes in Betrayed Ally: China in the
Great War, “Ships continued to arrive with thousands of Chinese labourers on board, all destined
for quarantine in a camp that had been constructed to deal with a couple of hundred people at
most.”149 For context, today William Head is a prison with max capacity listed as 200 men.150
Klein’s ship alone carried 4200 Chinese laborers.151 The William Head quarantine center was
transformed into a barbed-wire enclosure to prevent escape, and a similar camp was constructed
in Ontario for laborers who had made the journey via train to the east coast only to find
themselves with no ship to board.152 The Canadian Minister of the Interior, upon noticing the
existence of so many able-bodied laborers simply awaiting transport, suggested in a memo, “It
might possible to make use of these coolies during the waiting period, and utilize their labor for
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harvest or other purposes.”153 This blatant violation of the contract between the laborers and the
British government provides another example of how the Chinese men were employed like
indentured laborers rather than as employees.
While the Chinese laborers’ contracts clearly outlined their work as paid labor in Europe,
the British once again broke that contract and forced them to work for the Canadian government
as if they were indentured laborers with no say over their conditions. Amateur genealogist and
historian Robbie Gorr discovered photographic evidence of the laborers being forced to work in
stone quarries during their time in Canada (see Appendix B).154 Daryl Klein, whose own
contingent had to spend ten weeks in Canada awaiting transportation, perhaps suspiciously
writes that the Chinese did not take part in any forced labor while in Canada, “No provision for
labour was made in Canada. Advantage was not taken of thousands of willing hands to improve
the roads, to clear the land and to farm.”155 His curious insistence that the Chinese were not taken
advantage of in the three specific operations that he lists is not helped by his surprising lack of
writing on this leg of the journey, of which he writes, “Nothing extraordinary ever happened.”156
In October the lack of transportation was finally remedied when the admiralty of the Navy
requested for Canadian transport to prioritize Chinese laborers over U.S. troops, and the flow of
Chinese laborers through Canada to France picked up speed.157
Nevertheless, the Canadian portion of the journey to France appears to have been one of
the more pleasant portions of the trip, with many of the laborers temporarily relieved of the
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seasickness that had plagued them onboard a ship, and sights of the Canadian Rockies thrilling
many.158 Klein, too, writes that the Chinese in his contingent were thrilled with the scenery,
many of whom he claims had never seen trees, clear skies, or a blue sea like that which existed in
North America, as China is “monotone”.159 Xu Guoqi writes of Canadian medical captain Harry
Livingstone, whose unpublished journal details his time spent with the Chinese Labour Corps,
and provides a summary of Livingstone’s writings including his observations of the Chinese
during their time in Canada, “By day, [the Chinese] passed the time by admiring the scenery. In
the Rockies they were lost in amazement at the high peaks covered with snow, often exclaiming
‘Look at that big hill!”160 While Livingstone and Klein both recorded this lighthearted moment
of the laborers’ transportation to Europe, the scenery was likely one of their only pleasures once
they had begun the cross-country journey to the east coast via railroad.
The transportation of the Chinese laborers via railroad was almost as inhumane as their
transportation via ship, their confinement different only in that, instead of a hold meant for
transporting cargo, they were now kept in train cars meant for transporting livestock.161 As
previously explained, the Canadian government’s desire to keep the existence of the Chinese
laborers secret resulted in their confinement to the livestock cars for the entirety of the journey,
and the doors of the cars were guarded at all times to ensure this rule was followed.162 The
Canadian immigration superintendent, in a letter to a military chief, wrote, “The coolies are
carried through Canada virtually in bond.”163 The confinement of the Chinese to the livestock
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cars while white officers over them were free to move about also illustrates how the inhumane
treatment the Chinese received so closely mimicked the same conditions and racial dynamics
present in the coolie trade, where white overseers enjoyed freedoms the indentured servants did
not.
In addition to their confinement, the Chinese were fed only once a day, and were
expected to cook their own food on a shared stove while still confined to the cattle cars.164
Livingstone recorded instances where the Chinese laborers would desperately reach through the
windows with money in their hands to beg the white officers to buy them “candies…apples…nut
bars,” suggesting that they were not satisfied with their rations.165 When the train finally arrived
at its destination and the Chinese were let out of the livestock cars, Livingstone observed that
many, “shouted with delight at setting foot on the ground again.”166 Their relief would be short
lived, as they were soon packed back inside a ship for the journey from Canada to Europe.167
While most of the laborers who reached Canada followed Livingstone’s own path overseas,
occasional contingents including Klein’s found themselves transported on, “alternate routes via
the Suez or Panama canals, as well as via South Africa.” Little is known about these routes
besides what information Klein recorded.168
The treatment of the Chinese Labour Corps recruits by the Canadians overseas appears to
have mirrored their treatment by the British. While Xu’s summary of Harry Livingstone’s
journal reveals that on the journey from Canada to France the Chinese recruits were allowed to
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occupy second-class cabins, smoking, and dining rooms as well as the hold of the ship, a slight
improvement from their overseas journey with the British, it was likely only due to a genuine
lack of space since available transportation was limited.169 In addition to the previous examples
of their inhumane treatment while transported via ship and railroad, Xu discovered evidence that
the Canadians, at the urging of the British, lowered or even abandoned safety measures that were
usually required when transporting passengers, the justification being that this was a time of war
and was therefore a military necessity.170 To this Xu writes, “It may have made some sense to
lower safety standards in a time of war, but London did the same even after the war’s end.”171
The lack of regard for the Chinese laborers’ safety once again illustrates how the British
government did not see these men as equals, or in many cases even as human.
The lack of available transport and increased congestion aboard the transport ships after
their time in Canada only worsened conditions of the laborers. Klein’s contingent, which left
Canada in May and went to Europe via the Panama Canal, found themselves sharing a ship with
a second group of Chinese Labour Corps recruits as well as recent recruits for the Canadian
military, which further compacted the already cramped living quarters aboard.172 While Klein
writes that the journey from Canada to Europe, “practically repeat[ed] the history of…our Pacific
voyage,” he also notes that the hot weather worsened the conditions in the hold so that the
laborers had to take turns above deck, lying together in a, “jumble of limbs…so that the deck
resembled a scene of death.”173 It also appears that the British took advantage of the Chinese
during this time, making the Chinese serve them and take over their own work aboard as if they
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were indentured laborers, and Klein writes that the Chinese were made to be, “stoker and cook,
cabin and bar-boy, baker and laundryman.”174 When passing through the Panama Canal and
witnessing the engineering of the canal itself, Klein writes that the Chinese laborers had, “open
mouthed admiration…certainly the White Man was all he was cracked up to be – and a bit
more.”175 The feeling of racial superiority among the British is further illustrated by Klein’s
language when writing about the local inhabitants of Panama, which he calls a variety of racist
and disparaging words.176
Conditions on board the transport ships that carried the Chinese laborers the last leg of
the journey only worsened as the ships neared Europe, much of which was due to the increased
threat of submarines. The inhumane conditions were described by Klein after his own ship
passed through the Panama Canal and joined in the danger of the Atlantic, and he writes that all
port-holes were sealed up entirely to the detriment of the Chinese laborers in an attempt to hide
any light or noise from German eyes.177 When a sergeant was presented with complaints of
suffocation resulting from this, the man responded, “It is better that one man die than four
thousand perish.”178 For the lucky laborers who were still able to escape the hold and sleep on
the deck, Klein writes that they had always to fear the officers, “An officer, making rounds, has
no more respect for the leg or stomach or face of a coolie than he has for the steel stairs of the
companion-way.”179 Nevertheless, the majority of the Chinese persevered and made it through
the last leg of the journey, finding themselves in France, “to be divided...over a wide area of
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usefulness.”180 It is just before their arrival in France that Klein puts an end to the narrative that
has provided so much firsthand information on their conditions, but the closing pages of his book
reveal important knowledge among the officers of the Chinese Labour Corps regarding what
awaited the laborers in Europe.
Perhaps foreshadowing the further injustices that await the laborers in Europe, Klein’s
last pages record several conversations with the officers of the Chinese Labour Corps that
suggest that they had gotten word of at least one incident in which the Chinese were made to
fight the Germans.181 The commander of C Company, Jule, says, “They fought with picks and
shovels, anything hard and sharp that they could lay their hands on to keep the Hun from
breaking through.”182 On top of the fact that this situation is a clear violation of the terms in
which the laborers were recruited, it also further proves that the British used the Chinese in
whatever way they saw fit, as if the men were indentured laborers or slaves rather than
employees free to leave of their own volition. As if knowing this conclusion could be drawn,
Klein writes, “They are not conscripted; their services are voluntary.”183 It is doubtful that the
same Chinese who required assurance that they would not be going into a war zone would have
voluntarily agreed to fight Germans with shovels and picks.
Some respite, however little, may be found in the knowledge that many of the British
were well aware of and even sympathetic of the inhumane conditions imposed on the Chinese.
Klein admits through the words of Jule that the conditions the Chinese had gone through on the
journey were cruel, in which he complements them for, “their endurance to serious ill, their
contentment over long periods with the bare necessities of life without any of life’s adornments
180
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or degeneracies, their wonderful health and magnificent bodies, bodies capable of almost
unbelievable labor, labor that was lifting them in France.”184 These words present evidence that
Klein and the other officers were not completely unaware of how difficult the conditions they
were subjecting the Chinese to actually were, but they also show the way in which the British
viewed the men like livestock rather than as human, especially when it comes to their obsession
with the men’s physical bodies. In his final words Klein imagines what awaits the laborers when
they arrive in France:
“Some are marching by the harvested fields of the Somme country on their way to chalk
pits to dig ballast for light railways; others are on the docks in great ports of the South,
loading and unloading the cargoes of war; yet others are digging trenches within sound of
the guns, with planes droning overhead, not so far away from the wings of death….the
Interminable Journey is over. France at last.”185
Klein’s choice to end his story with conjecture about the future is more telling than it might
appear, for Klein did go on to France, and his silence surrounding what actually occurred hints at
his knowledge of a darker truth. Awaiting the Chinese in France was not their promised labor
and profit, but further injustice and death.
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CHAPTER III: WORK

The men of the Chinese Labour Corps provided the British with invaluable labor during
their time in Europe, much of which involved the digging of trenches on the front lines. Xu notes
that some of the Chinese laborers also spent time transporting military supplies, building
railroads, or working in factories, but that, “trench digging occupied most of time and labor of
the Chinese working under the British.”186 The British library says of their work, “Companies
were employed in various roles, often working in and around military zones for ten hours a day,
seven days a week.”187 Lieutenant W. J. Hawkings, who worked with the Chinese Labour Corps
in Europe, said of the Chinese, “To say that the coolies are doing good work is a mild way of
putting it. They have beaten every kind of record put up by other labour and are now engaged in
beating their own.”188 C. F. Summers, Interpreter of the 39th Company of the Chinese Labour
Corps, described the work in detail:
“The work of the Chinese labourers varied greatly. At some places, they were employed
laying railways; at others loading and off-loading heavy shells and other munitions that
were in great demand at the front. The Chinese were able to adapt themselves to any class
of labour. They were employed in the dockyards, digging trenches and ‘dug-outs’, and in
forestry work and saw-mills. Many were employed in royal engineer workshops and
proved themselves to be very credible skilled men. Many companies were employed very
close up to the actual firing line, and, day and night, worked under heavy shell fire.”
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One YMCA officer claimed that the Chinese were, “by far the best workmen that we had in the
war zone, for they were all physically fit…showed a willingness and eagerness to work that
made them specially valuable. They were fearless under fire, and many of them were killed at
their work of digging trenches and placing barbed wire entanglements under fire.”189 Sir Douglas
Haig, commander of the British Expeditionary Force on the western front, said of the Chinese
workers, “In all classes of routine work, both skilled and unskilled, the Chinese can labour as
efficiently, if not more efficiently, than the best European workmen.” The work of the Chinese
Labour Corps was in many ways essential to the Allied victory, but these words of praise
overshadow the dark reality of what actually occurred in Europe.
Upon arrival to Europe the Chinese Labour Corps recruits were brought by rail to
Noyelles-sur-Mer, a town which served as the base of operations for the Chinese Labour Corps
in France.190 A report written by an unknown author at Noyelles-sur-Mer details the arrival of the
first contingent of Chinese Labour Corps, “The impression given of these men on their arrival in
France, left no doubt that every effort had been made to select the best possible class of
labour…a body of men of perfect physique.”191 While the Chinese had been subjected to
horrifying conditions on the way from China to France, it seems that Klein and Jule were not
alone in their opinion that the Chinese laborers had held up miraculously well. After arriving in
Noyelles-sur-Mer the Chinese laborers’ time was occupied by four primary operations:
“Identification,” which consisted of their fingerprints being taken and their assigned numbers
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being verified with those taken back in China, “Medical Inspection,” which took place at the No.
3 Native Labour General Hospital and consisted of much the same inspection that took place
back in China, “Issue of Clothing,” in which they were given uniforms for their time in Europe,
and “Selection of Skilled Tradesmen,” in which Chinese with knowledge of a trade were singled
out for specific work and assigned to company numbers 2 and 3.192
After successful completion of the identification and medical inspection, and the issuing
of their uniforms, the Chinese were distributed throughout Europe by a small European staff
consisting of, “An adviser, an assistant adviser, clerical staff, a commanding officer, a second in
command, an adjutant and clerical staff.”193 These men held the fate of 94,146 Chinese men in
their hands as they decided where to distribute the laborers.194 The center at Noyelles-sur-Mer
was inadequately equipped to house so many laborers, so the Chinese were hurriedly divided
into groups of 500, kept in Noyelles-sur-Mer for “three or four days” and then quickly sent out
into the field.195 It appears that during their stay in they often went without food, and that the
depot was frequently overcrowded similarly to the situation in William Head, as the Noyellessur-Mer report reads, “The housing accommodation for the reception of the Chinese personnel at
the Depot Camp was really inadequate…it was necessary to fit out the Companies for the Field
with as little delay as possible, to avoid congestions.”196 It is also noteworthy that, along with
receiving boots, socks, shirts, and the like, the Chinese laborers also appear to have been issued,
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“P.H. helmet[s],” a type of gas mask that suggests the British knew the Chinese would likely be
exposed to chemical warfare, a clear violation of their contract.197
While the Chinese were recruited for non-military purposes, upon arrival to Europe the
British proceeded with previously mentioned plans to, “marshal them in battalions on arrival.”198
Xu writes, “The Chinese working for the British Expeditionary Forces in France engaged solely
in war-related work; they came under the direct control of the military and were supervised in a
military style.”199 This transformation included issuing the Chinese uniforms, and putting them
under the control of military personnel.200 Furthermore, the Noyelles-sur-Mer report reveals that
among the permanent employees at Noyelles-sur-Mer were, “four Courts-Martial Officers who
dealt with, and disposed of all Courts-Martial cases of the Chinese Labour Corps.”201 The
addition of court-martial officers in a camp designed for non-military laborers is another
example of the hidden military nature of the Chinese Labour Corps, and yet another breach of
contract on the part of the British.
The fact that the Chinese laborers could be court-martialed further proves that their use
was far more militaristic than had been divulged upon their employment. Xu also notes this
discrepancy, writing, “Although this type of court martial might have been typical for enlisted
military personnel, the Chinese laborers had been hired as civilians, and the British military
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authorities promised to treat them as such according to their contracts.”202 That promise, it would
seem, was easily broken. Harry B. Wilmer, who served as an officer in charge of records in
Noyelles-sur-Mer and witnessed the arrival of the Chinese laborers to France, incorrectly
claimed that the Chinese had been told upon enlistment in China that they would be, “subject to
British military law, which in effect means that for any crimes committed whilst in France they
will be subject to trial by Field General Court Martial.”203 It is unclear whether Wilmer’s false
claim was due to simple misunderstanding or due to a desire to downplay how the Chinese
laborers were being deceived and taken advantage of, but since his article also contains other
false claims it is likely that it was the latter.
Along with deliberately misconstruing the military nature of the Chinese Labour Corps,
evidence suggests once again that the British were well aware of the fact that the Chinese
laborers were headed into direct danger. The Noyelles-sur-Mer report reads that all the Chinese
laborers, “passed through the Depot for re-distribution to the various Companies in the Field,
whose ranks were depleted by casualties, which occurred through air-raids, accidents and
sickness.”204 Though their use in operations that had resulted in casualties from air-raids clearly
violated the terms of their employment, Xu writes that the British, “rarely paid attention to this
crucial term.”205 This violation is likely due to the fact that there was no real way for the Chinese
laborers to protest their induction into the military or even to send word to China of the events,
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as all of their mail was heavily censored by the British.206 Furthermore, a letter included in
Edwards’ YMCA report suggests that once the Chinese arrived in Europe their mail was not only
censored but likely disposed of altogether:
“That some laborers are reporting that they have not heard from home regarding the
receipt of funds sent to China months ago. The Following extract from a letter just
received from a missionary indicates that many families have not heard from the men in
France since their leave, and consequently have not been receiving funds:
“There are now in this country a good number of laborers who wish to go to France, but
they hesitate for unknown fears. I wish half of this country might go, still I do not feel
that I can have their kindred cussing me after they are gone. I am going to pass this on to
you and you may investigate and perhaps cause it to be remedied. Some are saying that
they hear from their relatives as far as Vancouver, but none hear from France. It may be
that there are few who could censor letters, so letter writing is not allowed. However this
may be, I would suggest that unless there are very important reasons against it the
authorities there shall permit letters to be sent to their home people. Especially if the men
can truthfully and cheerfully tell of good treatment, food and liveable conditions, it will
give cheerfulness to those here and will aid in allying many timid and apprehensive hearttroubled men and women. Some good letters would help.”.”207
As can be seen from Edwards’ report, the absence of letters did not go without notice, and went
hand in hand with the absence of promised funds that illustrates how the British repeatedly broke
contract with the Chinese laborers in more ways than one.
That the British purposely censored or prevented communication between the laborers in
France and their families in China is yet another example of clear breach of contract and
mistreatment of the Chinese. Furthermore, Xu writes that the British wanted to avoid word
getting out that the laborers were working in, “any dangerous area,” a sign that they were not
only well aware of the injustice of the situation, but that their censoring of communication was to
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prevent this knowledge.208 The result was that the Chinese found themselves in far more
dangerous operations than those of other foreign laborers in Europe due to the fact that the
Chinese laborers were unable to send word back home detailing their conditions and experiences.
For context, other foreign laborer imported by Britain included, “48,000 Indians and 21,000
South African blacks,” compared to 96,000 Chinese.209 The British took advantage of the
Chinese laborers, broke the contracts that stipulated that work would be of a non-military nature,
prevented the Chinese from communicating with their families, ceased payment to their families
once communication was cut off, and put the Chinese laborers in direct danger. The proximity of
the Chinese laborers to the front unsurprisingly resulted in many casualties, and though the exact
number is impossible to ascertain, Xu writes, “Many Chinese thus died from bombardment.”210
The deaths related to military operations were far from isolated incidents, but seeing as the
laborers were under military control in a foreign country, there was likely nothing they could do
about it. They were, in all but name, indentured servants with no rights and no way home.
While the official report on the Chinese Labour Corps from Noyelles-sur-Mer
conveniently leaves out information regarding deaths as a result of bombardment or attack, there
are plentiful examples of such events. It should be noted that, while Chinese laborers employed
by the French were somewhat protected from exploitation, the Chinese laborers employed by the
British were offered no such protections. As Xu writes, “In the British case, almost all Chinese
laborers served at the front,” cementing the fact that the Chinese were not faithfully employed,
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but were forced to endure anything the British saw fit.211 This did not escape the notice of the
Chinese, as Xu discovered that one British Brigadier General wrote in his diary that the Chinese,
“contend that under their agreement with our Government they were not to be taken into shelled
areas so close to the trenches.”212 The result of forcing the Chinese into areas of danger was,
unsurprisingly, death. “On September 4 and 5, 1917, the Germans bombed Boulogne and
Dunkirk, killing fifteen Chinese laborers and wounding twenty-one…In another case, fifty to
sixty Chinese were requited in and around the fighting to transport munitions…on the night of
May 18, 1918, fifty or more Chinese were killed from such a raid,” the instances included here
are only a select few examples of such events.213 While the British may have succeeded in
preventing the Chinese laborers from sending word back home of such occurrences, they were
not as effective at silencing the white men who served alongside them.
Newspapers from, during, and directly after the war heavily suggest that the Chinese
Labour Corps were not only near or on the front but were frequently in danger of bombing,
bullets, chemical gas, and even in direct contact with German soldiers. Mr. T.L. Bickerton, who
served with the Chinese Labour Corps in France, wrote a letter during his time with them dated
April 14th, 1917 that details two instances in which the Chinese Labour Corps had to flee because
they were in direct danger from the Germans:
“In our district the Huns [dropped] 15 shells over our heads…Well, we got shelled
out…wandering around the country like gipsies with a family of 500 yellow and 30 white
children, without food or shelter…would you believe it – we got news the next morning
of the Boches being just the other side of the next ridge, and had orders to clear out
instantly…the Captain quite expected we would all be captured.”214
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Bickerton was not the only one who wrote of such instances. Mr. C. F. Summers, an interpreter
who had served with the 39th company of the Chinese Labour Corps, wrote in an article
published July 1919, “Many [Chinese] companies were employed very close up to the actual
firing line, and, day and night, worked under heavy shell fire…The casualties have been many
from shell fire and bombing raids; and in several cases, numbers were taken prisoners by the
Germans.”215 Though censorship may have prevented the Chinese from writing about such
events themselves, the British officers and interpreters who served with them provide much
needed firsthand accounts of such events.
Interpreters who served with the Chinese Labour Corps provide some of the best
accounts of the danger the Chinese faced. At a reunion for ex-interpreters of the Chinese Labour
Corps, many men gave interviews on their experiences with the Chinese in Europe to eager
reporters.216 One such interpreter named Mr. Chen described his duties as being to help teach the
Chinese how to, “Help themselves and take cover during raids by German aeroplanes and
Zeppelins.”217 Another interpreter, Mr. Tai Boo-yung, described how his company was,
“constantly being shelled by the Germans…it was wonderful to see how [the Chinese] carried on
with shells and bombs exploding but a short distance away. On one occasion, they were working
near a light railway which was suddenly the object of German gunfire…[a] shell dropped into a
pond…fragments flew about…the laborers’ camp was entirely demolished and several casualties
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occurred.”218 Mr. Wilts L. T. Sun told a similar tale in which an unfortunate laborer’s cigarette
light was spotted by a German aeroplane, “Bombs at once were dropped and considerable
damage was done. Trees were many casualties and the whole camp was nearly blown up.”219 Mr.
A. C. Koo told reporters, “For the best part of two months…men of [the] company were kept
awake by constant shelling on the part of the Germans.”220 These examples of what danger
surrounded the Chinese in Europe are far from the only ones, leaving no doubt that the Chinese
were recruited under false pretenses and treated like expendable indentured servants rather than
employees.
Along with evidence of the extraordinary danger the Chinese Labour Corps faced, there
is evidence that the Chinese were directly involved in the fighting. This revelation adds further
authenticity to the rumors that Klein and Jule reported on their way to France, and adds another
example of how the British falsely recruited the Chinese and put them into danger against their
will. A newspaper article dated March 23, 1918 includes excerpts from a lecture given by
Lieutenant W. J. Hawkings, who served with the Chinese Labour Corps, in which he claims that
the Chinese laborers at one point had taken German soldiers captive. “The Chinese knew who
dropped the bombs, and on one occasion during a raid an officer noticed a number of coolies
armed with all kinds of weapons making their way towards a compound of German
prisoners.”221 Furthermore, a report discovered and partially published by Mr. H. Jowett included
the claim that, “Many of [the Chinese] fought in the scratch force raised by Generals Grant and
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Carey, composed of odds and ends from military schools and bases from all over France.” 222Mr.
H. Jowett published an appeal in The North China Herald asking for officers to come forward if
they could confirm this report, as later “modified” reports excluded the detail, but whether any
did so remains unknown.223 This same event is referenced in a 1919 article, “Rumor had it that
during the German push in the spring of 1918 companies [of the Chinese laborers] did manage to
take a share in the battle line…officers of the Corps seem disinclined to place any reliance in the
report.”224 Though it seems officers were not keen on admitting the use of the Chinese in fighting
off the Germans, the fact that such a tale is repeated multiple times and was at some point
included in a report does strongly suggest the existence of such an event.
Ex-interpreters present at the ‘Association of Ex-Interpreters of the Chinese Labour
Corps of the British Expeditionary Force’ reunion meeting also back up the tales of the Chinese
laborers fighting the Germans. This can be seen by Mr. Koo, who said:
“I cannot speak too highly of the courageous behavior of the members of the Chinese
Labour Corps. On the occasion during the retreat of 1918 a company of them were
trapped in a forward rush of the Germans. There being no chance to escape, they picked
up a number of rifles which were lying about and opened fire on the enemy, causing
many casualties. They were greatly handicapped, however, by the lack of ammunition
and the overwhelming numbers of the enemy, and so they were captured. Fortunately, the
British troops forced the Germans back and recovered this brave little band.”225
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Mr. Koo also told of two separate instances in which Chinese laborers personally fought the
Germans in order to save their officers.226 The newspaper article these interviews are featured in
ends with the author explaining, “These experiences are published to indicate the type of work
carried out by the interpreters with the British forces and to indicate that at times it was attended
by considerable danger,” and while he may have succeeded in his goal, the article also serves to
provide firsthand evidence of the danger the Chinese laborers were in.227
Despite overwhelming evidence that the Chinese laborers served near or on the front in
direct danger, many British claimed that the Chinese were not subjected to such experiences.
Interestingly, such claims arise most frequently from those who did not have direct interactions
with the Chinese laborers during their time in France. Take W. H. Graham Aspland for example,
a medical doctor whose interactions with the Chinese were limited to those who visited the base
hospital he worked at, who claims, “The coolies were sent to France…in first-class ships under
excellent conditions…in this hospital…the coolies received an attention and care which in some
respects was greater than that shown to our own British sick and wounded…with the exception
of these 1,838…the majority [of whom] died from sickness…none [of the 96,000] were
wounded from gun or rifle fire.”228 Similarly, a war correspondent whose experiences were
limited to the Chinese General Hospital writes, “The Chinese of the Labour Corps as a whole are
well paid, well fed, well clad, and…well treated…Of the many tens of thousands already sent on
the three months’ journey across the world, not one has lost his life through accident of war.”229
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Needless to say, these claims are easily disproven by the officers, translators, and soldiers who
actually served alongside the Chinese laborers.
The extraordinary claims covering up the British deception and mistreatment of the
Chinese can also be seen in official military documents such as the Noyelles-sur-Mer report,
which claims that the laborers were, “treated with the utmost fairness.”230 That being said, these
claims were few and far between, with the overwhelming response on the part of the British
press and government being simply silence. While there is no doubt that many of the British
wanted to keep the abuse of the Chinese laborers a secret, even the British Library, which
published the report from Noyelles-sur-Mer, admits, “Nearly 3000 laborers died during their
employment.”231 Xu refrains from giving his own estimate of the death toll, writing, “The
highest total death figure given is about 20,000,” and notes that the numbers of casualties of
laborers working for the British are, “confusing and difficult to verify.”232 While the world may
never know the exact numbers, the cemeteries scattered across Europe serve as a grim reminder
that thousands of Chinese men gave their lives in the course of their labor for the British.
The deaths of the Chinese as a result of the war or at the hands of the Germans may come
as no surprise, but their deaths at the hands of the British reveal a deeper level of mistreatment
and abuse that shares unnerving similarities to contract violations and mistreatment in the South
African Rand mines. Evidence of a lack of food and starvation has been presented for the
laborers’ time spent in recruitment centers prior to embarkation day, as well as for their time in
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transport to Europe, but this food shortage had long-term consequences beyond basic hunger:
sickness and death. Laborers who had successfully completed medical inspection in China were
found to have developed sicknesses due to nutritional deficiencies once they underwent a similar
examination in Noyelles-sur-Mer, meaning they had developed these sicknesses sometime in
between the two examinations.233 The Noyelles-sur-Mer report specifically names Beriberi, a
disease caused by nutritional deficiency that can lead to death, as being present among many
laborers to the point where a change in rations was needed for their continued use.234 This also
occurred in the indentured laborers recruited to work in the South African rand mines, as an
examination of the skeletal remains of thirty-six indentured laborers revealed that Beriberi and
dysentery were among the common causes of death, and that, “the Chinese miners had been
subjected to long period of malnutrition and illness.”235 This similarity between the conditions
the Chinese Labour Corps recruits faced with those of the Chinese indentured workers in South
Africa further proves the connection between the two, and highlights the continued inhumane
treatment the Chinese faced at the hands of the British long after they claimed to have ended
such treatment.
Though the British had ignored the laborers’ health issues due to nutritional deficiencies
on the long journey to Europe, they set out to remedy this after it became clear that health
problems were taking a toll on the quality of work the Chinese laborers could perform. The same
thing occurred among Chinese indentured laborers in South Africa, as when they were accused
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of underperforming one laborer numbered 4351 asked, “How can a man be expected to do heavy
manual labor if the food is insufficient?”236 While it is clear that the health issues were a result of
British maltreatment, Harry B. Wilmer, officer in charge of records at Noyelles-sur-Mer, claimed
that the nutritional deficiencies were actually the fault of the Chinese laborers themselves, owing
to what he called, “The Foreign Devil’s Food.”237 It is unlikely that the same food the laborers
had eaten in China for their entire lives suddenly gave them nutritional deficiency, and Wilmer’s
claim is easily disproven by Brian C. Fawcett, whose research revealed that the Chinese laborers
planted and tended to vegetable gardens in Europe since the food provided to them by the British
was nowhere near enough.238 Fawcett also writes of an instance where Chinese laborers who
worked in an ammunition factory requested extra food because they, “did not have the same
opportunity to steal food as did the dockworkers,” and another in which two Chinese laborers
received the Distinguished Service Medal for, “going through a barrage three times to get food
for their company when its supply had been cut off by enemy fire.”239 Clearly the Chinese
laborers’ malnutrition was a result of the British failing to supply them with enough, if any,
rations, and not a result of the Chinese native diet.
During their time in Europe the Chinese laborers were subjected to inhumane and cruel
disciplinary treatment at the hands of the British that was extremely similar if not the same as the
treatment the Chinese indentured laborers in the South African rand mines experienced at the
hands of their British overseers. While Britain claimed to outlaw flogging in 1905, it was a
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common punishment for the indentured laborers in both South Africa and the Chinese Labour
Corps, and reports of, “abuse and torture,” were not uncommon.240 A translation of a booklet
obtained at Noyelles-sur-Mer by Brian C. Fawcett’s wife Claudine reveals several firsthand
reports by French locals of the inhumane treatment the Chinese laborers experienced. Madame
Nataly Salle, born in 1900, said of the treatment of the Chinese by the British, “The Gestapo
never invented anything like this 25 years later.”241 Madame Salle’s husband, Valery, elaborated
on what occurred:
“[The Chinese] would be beaten like dogs by the guards and the English police. They
removed their shoes, undressed them and told them to lie on tables where they were
whipped until they bled…they would then be sent to the camp hospital…[among the dead
were] those who succumbed to harsh treatment, beatings, poor nourishment, the climate
and cold. I saw one tied to a tree and savagely beaten. He died…Some managed to escape
at night, for one night. And at dawn, instead of returning to camp, where they knew they
would be beaten to death, they would rather hide in the fields, buried in haystacks, where
they would be found, weeks later, dead of hunger and cold. After the war many skeletons
were found when the camp was dismantled. Many preferred to bury themselves alive
rather than to return to the “hell of Nolette.’ They were buried like animals, standing up,
especially at first. Often their heads could be seen. It was only later that gravestones were
arranged and maintained properly to erase the awful memories and so that the public
could be kept in blissful ignorance of what really happened.”242
Salle and Valery’s firsthand account of the treatment of the Chinese laborers reveals horrifying
similarities to the treatment of the Chinese indentured laborers in South Africa. Therefore it is
not only transportation, work, or food that the two ventures have in common, but also inhumane
punishment.
Much of the punishment the Chinese laborers faced was not only inhumane but also
illegal, with torturous discipline devised by the white officers in charge of the Chinese not being
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uncommon. For example, Xu writes that a British soldier’s diary recorded a common punishment
for the Chinese in which, “Their arms and legs were stretched out against a wire fence, where
they were tied by wrists and ankles under the broiling sun. This punishment had gone on for
hours.”243 This same punishment was written about by W. A. Dent, a British officer with the
Chinese Labour Corps, and was given out to forty-four Chinese laborers who, having previously
experienced air raids by the Germans, had fled the area out of fear when airplanes flew
overhead.244 The state of constant fear the laborers were living in was inescapable, as Dent also
recorded that when one Chinese laborer tried to hang himself on a barbed wire fence he was
prevented from doing so, saved but for what fate it is unknown.245 Prevented from finding solace
even in death, the Chinese worked on, essential laborers treated as less than human by their
British overseers.
The Chinese who were able to survive the heavy workload, warfare, and cruelty of the
British would find no respite after the signing of the armistice. While soldiers began to return
home to victory parades and celebration, the Chinese stayed behind to clean up the mess.
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CHAPTER IV: AFTERMATH

The signing of the armistice on November 11, 1918 brought about a shift in the work of
the Chinese Labour Corps from supporting the war to erasing it. The Chinese now found
themselves filling in trenches that they themselves may have helped dig in the first place, and
were made to clean up munitions, barbed wire, and the bodies left behind. While the Allied
forces celebrated the end to the conflict and returned home, the Chinese laborers were forced to
remain, and as Xu writes, “For most European and American soldiers, the war lasted about fifty
months, but for the Chinese, the war lasted sixty months or more.”246 The salvage and cleanup
work the Chinese laborers supplied after the war was by no means less dangerous, and many
died in the process from exploding munitions that were still live. One anonymous correspondent
wrote in The Peking Leader, “Many are probably not aware of the enormous amount of salvage,
representing national wealth, which is daily rescued and sorted by the numerous Chinese
companies all over the battlefields…the huge dumps of materials of all sorts which have been
collected and stacked all over France, representing as they do, millions of pounds of national
wealth.”247 The labor of the Chinese after the war was therefore no less important than their work
during the war, with significant financial gains being made as a result of the work of the Chinese,
which they themselves did not benefit from.
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There can be no doubt that the Chinese provided the British with much needed labor and
support during and after the war, but testaments to their significance are somewhat rare due to
the secretive nature of the operation. One such example comes from C. F. Summers, former
interpreter with the Chinese Labour Corps:
“There is no doubt that the arrival of the Chinese laborers strengthened greatly the man
power of the British army. All British military authorities testify to their usefulness, and
in the Allied newspapers they have often earned creditable mention. The result of many
important military operations depended upon the amount of labour obtainable in the
country, and it has been found that the Chinese companies have made all the difference
between success and failure; in many instances, their labour has been directly responsible
for successful movements. Since the armistice, their work has been less regular, military
movements being almost at a standstill. Almost every company has been employed on
salvage work and clearing up battlefields. Their work has not been very heavy as they
have been doing only six to seven hours a day instead of ten, which was the number of
hours the contract agrees for.”248
While others may have shared Summers’s view, the British government did not give the Chinese
Labour Corps the same credit and thanks that they appear to have deserved. In fact, the only real
public recognition the Chinese Labour Corps received came in the form of the bronze British
War Medal, as Winston Churchill announced, “Chinese labourers enrolled in the Labour Corps
would receive the British War Medal (bronze).”249 Following through on this promise with the
exception of a few laborers who were excluded due to disciplinary reasons, the announcement
ceremony for the medals included a speech by Captain William Bull, an officer in China who
spoke on behalf of the British government.250 During this speech Captain Bull failed to thank the
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Chinese for their involvement and help in the war, reflecting instead the idea prevalent at the
time that Britain had done China a service by allowing the laborers to assist in the first place.251
Though the Chinese Labour Corps had played an important role in winning the war, they
now found themselves subject to racial prejudice from the very people they had helped to save.
In the aftermath of the war many Europeans looked to the Chinese as unwanted visitors, and
tensions began to rise. Feeding the flames of racism was one correspondent who published an
article on mixed marriages between the Chinese Labour Corps’ men and local European women,
“Chinese labour abroad has always been attended by a grave danger…it is disquieting to learn
that many of the Chinese have prevailed upon French girls to marry them…it is useless at this
last stage to try to open the eyes of these simple, untraveled girls…sojourners out here can only
grieve at the misery that probably waits on the future of these unfortunate daughters of
France.”252 The anonymous correspondent’s words highlight the racist fears of many at this time
that the Chinese men would become sexually involved with local women, a claim that glosses
over the fact that these women were voluntarily marrying these men of their own accord.
Racist ideas were also prevalent among military personnel, as while the post-war cleanup effort certainly could have been expedited had soldiers taken part in it, white officers felt that
it was not fitting for white soldiers to do such work alongside the Chinese. This can be seen by
the words of General John Pershing, commander of the United States Expeditionary Forces on
the Western Front, “It would be unjust and even criminal…to use our soldiers as
laborers…Furthermore, the men would not stand for it.”253 The idea that drafted white men were
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above the work of the Chinese illustrates the continued racial dynamics at play that existed
during the British coolie trade in which non-white labor was made to do work that whites
refused. A newspaper correspondent published similar views, “To declare that Englishmen
should be sent to replace the Chinese…is absurd on the face of it, quite apart from the fact that
these coolies came over from China on a three-year contract with the British government.”254
The result of such racism was that the Chinese were left with the brunt of the clean-up work
while also facing extreme racism from returning civilians in a post-war Europe, essential workers
who were unwanted.
Men of the Chinese Labour Corps who were wounded, sick, or otherwise unable or
unwanted to assist with clean-up were quickly repatriated. The Noyelles-sur-Mer report details
this process, “In November 1918 after the Armistice had been successfully concluded, the
question arose of repatriating the Chinese Labour Corps, and a scheme was evolved by which it
was arranged to send back to China some 10,000 Chinese.”255 This included laborers who were
actively undergoing medical treatment, as the British government took the end of the war as an
excuse to cast them out, emptying hospitals of all Chinese Labour Corps men regardless of what
condition they were in. As Xu writes, “In March of 1919, all Chinese in hospitals or recuperating
were sent back to China. Their physical and mental state was such that twenty-five died on that
voyage and two more committed suicide.”256 The horrifying disregard for the wellbeing of the
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Chinese who had risked their lives to help win the war is yet another example of British cruelty,
not to mention another blatant contract violation.
By April 1919 repatriation of unwanted and unusable Chinese laborers was complete, and
a new system of repatriation was devised for the remaining laborers who were still actively
employed in Europe cleaning up after the war: the creation of a “Chinese Concentration
Camp.”257 The Chinese laborers first made their way back to Noyelles-sur-Mer and were put
through a similar process that they had been upon arrival. This process included a “Check Roll
Call” to determine casualties, the payment of funds owed to the Chinese for their time in Europe,
a “six months notice of termination”, the filing of claims for laborers who had been permanently
injured during their service, a final medical inspection and identification via fingerprints, and the
return of all army supplies.258 The Chinese laborers were then sent to Le Havre, the location of
the newly created, “Concentration Camp…where the Coolies were accommodated pending the
arrival of shipping.”259 While the name may lend itself to darker incidents in history, the
concentration camp at Le Havre was essentially of the same nature as the William Head station
in Canada, serving as a holding area to cordon the men off from the outside world similarly to
coolie camps in South Africa.
The Noyelles-sur-Mer report presents this stage of the repatriation process as an orderly
and civilized ordeal, but this was far from the reality of the situation. One commanding officer of
the Chinese Labour Corps shared a negative view of the process, as Xu writes, “He mentioned
that in many cases the laborers were not given time to change clothes before they were rushed to
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sea…this rush perhaps explained why so many laborers arrived at Qingdao in rags.”260 The
Noyelles-sur-Mer report fails to mention such instances, but does concede that the procedures
were, “not always adhered to…on some occasions…Companies had to be put through the
Repatriation Process with the least possible delay, and the whole procedure which was mapped
out to cover five days was often completed in two.”261 After completing the process at Noyellessur-Mer and arriving in Le Havre, the Chinese laborers would then be loaded onto ships for the
final leg of the journey back to China. The routes taken were the same as those used during the
trip to Europe, with the Noyelles-sur-Mer report reading, “[At the] Chinese Concentration Camp
at Le Havre from which Port the bulk of the Chinese Labour Corps embarked for China via
Canada and Suez routes.”262 The Chinese laborers then began the long journey home, rushed out
of the country they had just helped to save with scarcely the clothes on their backs.
Although the repatriation process was deemed complete in late 1920, with the final
contingent of laborers arriving in China on September 13th, evidence suggests that thousands of
laborers were simply abandoned in Europe and left to find their own way back home. In the case
of one group of thirty-three Chinese Labour Corps men, they were only able to return home
twenty-one years after first setting out for Europe.263 While the war officially ended on
November 11, 1918 for the rest of the world, for these men their time in service came to an end
on March 11, 1937.264 A reporter covering their arrival explained that the laborers were
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abandoned in Europe after completion of their work despite the protests of Chinese delegates,
leaving the laborers to find their own way back home, “It was only recently that sufficient money
was raised to make successful the project of repatriating these men. They were brought to
Shanghai from Marseilles via the Suez Canal, traveling fourth class…In the way of personal
property they had very little.”265 While their contracts promised repatriation, it would seem that
for these laborers this clause was disregarded entirely. These men were not the only laborers to
be abandoned by the British, as the group reported that thousands of others remained. As for
their belongings, the reporter writes, “Each member of the party carried in some pocket what he
seemed to look upon something tangible which he hoped would serve as an excuse for the
prolonged absence…but lack of possessions was wholly unable to dim their enthusiasm as they
poured down the gangway as though eager to set foot on Chinese soil.”266 While these men were
no doubt happy to have finally returned home, their futures remained uncertain, as they had no
apparent savings and few belongings to show for all the years spent overseas.
Many of the returning laborers faced only more hardship as they arrived in a country that
they no longer had a place in.267 Anxiety over returning to China was high, and many of the
laborers did not know if their jobs or families would still be waiting for them upon their return.
C. F. Summers wrote in July 1919, “We are anxious to know what steps will be taken by [the
Chinese] Government in regard to the question of employment of the labourers after their return
home…Having been an interpreter with a Chinese Labour Company and lived among these men
all the time, I understand that a great majority of them are determined to make a better livelihood
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for themselves in China.”268 These fears were not unfounded, as Mr. Ho Yue, secretary of the
Interpreters Union, reported in 1920 that, “Some of [the laborers] having been away nearly three
years; they have returned to find their old connections broken and have had to face the prospect
of making an entirely new start…A substantial proportion of those [Chinese Labour Corps men]
returned to Shanghai have no positions to go to.”269 Xu writes of one Chinese Labour Corps
veteran who was unable to find employment and so became a street peddler, a circumstance
likely repeated by many.270 Others unable to find employment upon return resorted to more
drastic measures of survival outside the law.
Foreshadowing the unfortunate reality that many of the Chinese Labour Corps faced upon
return to China, C. F. Summers wrote of his fears that the returning laborers were, “A Potential
Danger…I may say that these returning labourers, unless properly handled, will take their own
methods of enforcing their demands. As they have, at the front, seen the Allied armies, known
the power of order and discipline, and also learned how to fire guns, throw bombs, and work on
modern war instruments, there would be a formidable force.”271 For many of the returning
laborers this was indeed what they resorted to, as extreme circumstances forced them into lives
of lawlessness.272 Examples of this can be found in the cases of two Chinese laborers who were
to be awarded medals, only for the British to discover one imprisoned for stealing firewood and
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the other too destitute to make the trip to the consulate.273 In other cases the crimes of the exlaborers were far more severe.
Many of the laborers who returned to China became involved in the country’s ongoing
civil wars, joining up with various warlords or even becoming bandits. An article published in
1938 reveals that many of the ex-laborers could be found, “Not in the least unusual-in the
Chinese army. In the civil wars involving Shanghai before the Nationalist occupation in 1927
many ex-Labour Corps men were found in the armies of the warring governors and carried their
decorations with them to show anybody curious enough to inquire into their private histories.”274
Xu writes, “The Lincheng Incident took place in spring 1923 when about a thousand bandits
attacked and derailed a passenger train, the “Blue Express,”…Returned laborers seem to have
been involved in the incident. A letter from a passenger stated that many of the bandits
understood and spoke English when they wanted to. Several spoke French. They appeared to be
returned laborers from France who had remained unemployed.”275 It would seem that C. F.
Summers was correct in his prediction of the danger ex-laborers could pose to the country.276
Many ex-laborers never settled down to a life of normalcy after the war, instead putting
their wartime experience to use by joining groups that would allow them to use skills they had
learned during World War I. In one instance, when passengers and soldiers onboard a train were
forced to take shelter in fields due to Japanese bombings, a Chinese Labour Corps veteran was
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found to be among the soldiers.277 Similarly, Xu writes that many ex-laborers joined bandit
gangs and, “used their skills to construct military-style trenches which could be used for both
cover and shelter.”278 While some of these men may have chosen these paths of their own
accord, it is clear that many were driven to such extremes due to unemployment. That being said,
the majority of the laborers faded from public view, likely returned to some semblances of their
prewar lives.
It should be noted that the reason for such desperation and fear regarding the post-war
return to China was due to the fact that most of the Chinese laborers returned home with no
savings and no financial security whatsoever. This was not due to negligence on their part to
save the funds promised them in their contracts, rather, it was due to post-war inflation.
Returning laborers found themselves cheated out of the wages promised them by the British,
who conveniently handed over their payment in francs that were only worth anywhere from 7 to
35 cents in Chinese dollars.279 As Xu writes, “A common laborer in Qingdao at that time earned
30 to 40 cents daily. In other words, these laborers who had risked their lives and went through
many an ordeal did not even benefit financially.”280 The fact that the laborers made essentially no
profit off of their years-long venture is the ultimate proof that their status was more like that of
indentured laborers than hired help, their labor rewarded with nothing but freedom after years of
toil and pain.
This unfortunate end to the great ordeal the laborers had endured was only made worse
by the Paris Peace Conference, at which the Allied powers broke their promises to China and
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handed over Qingdao to the Japanese. Since the vast majority of the Chinese Labour Corps men
came from Shandong province, this betrayal would have been personal for them, and made
returning to their homes all the more complicated. One such ex-laborer wrote of his feelings on
the issue and published them in a newspaper, writing:
“I am a native of Lai-chow-fu, of Shantung province. I was in the Japanese military
service during the siege of Tsingtau and later…one of the Chinese laborers in France.
Many a time have I escaped death…To my great disappointment Japan now claims to be
the successor of Germany in Shantung province…Stand firm, my countrymen! Do not let
our present pro-Japanese government go too far. Right is always on the top of might.
Thousands of my fellow-workers are behind the country.”281
His anger at the Chinese government illustrates the growing nationalist sentiment in the country
that would eventually culminate in the May Fourth Movement, in which students and workers
across China took to the streets in protest of the Paris Peace Conference and the Treaty of
Versailles.
The complete and utter betrayal of China and the disregard for the sacrifices made by the
Chinese Labour Corps did not go unnoticed, even by government representatives present at the
Paris Peace Conference. Sharing the anger of the ex-laborers were the delegates from Shandong,
who said:
“Shantung has sent tens of thousands of its citizens to Europe to work in the trenches and
help win the war. Many sacrificed their lives. Now, as a reward for their service, the
economic rights in their own province are to be turned over to Japan…Can we expect
these citizens, who have experienced the terror of war on European battle fields and
whose national spirit is enlightened, to rest satisfied with the conditions made by the
treaty? The Chinese people are known as a peace-loving and law-abiding people. But,
under these circumstances, what human beings could endure such outrages and such
humiliation?”282
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Nevertheless, their protests were disregarded by the Allied powers. Sir Arthur Balfour, the
disgraced former-Prime Minister involved in both the British coolie trade in South Africa and the
creation of the Chinese Labour Corps, even dared to say of China’s contribution to the war that it
involved neither, “the expenditure of a single shilling nor the loss of a single life.”283 Balfour’s
claim is easily disproven by, among other things, Britain’s own military reports.
After the May Fourth Movement many in China openly voiced their outrage at China’s
treatment by men like Balfour, though powerless to truly stand up against the Allied powers
decision. One group of Chinese business managers voiced their opinions in a letter to all
chambers of commerce in Tianjin belonging to Allied powers:
“This association have noted with grave concern the decision made by the Peace
Conference in Paris allowing Japan to inherit the rights and privileges taken from China
by the Germans in Shantung on account of a secret treaty now known as the London Pact.
China entered the World War on the side of the Allies, because she was led to sympathize
with the noble principles of justice and fairness…She certainly did not anticipate, as a
consequence of her actions, that the Allies themselves, treating her like an enemy
country, would bargain away her territory and trample upon her rights…The Chinese
people, greatly disappointed and provoked by the decision made at Paris, are bound to
react to such a degree that the consequences…will be simply incalculable and
enormous…The universal uneasiness of the Chinese nation is a seed for an even more
disastrous conflict in the future than the war just ended in Europe.”284
The countrywide protests and anger surrounding the Paris Peace Conference were so widespread
and severe that the Chinese cabinet was forced to resign. China was the only country at the Paris
Peace Conference who refused to sign the Treaty of Versailles. Beilby Alston, diplomat to
China, wrote of the significance of this in 1920, “The rising tide of international esteem began to
flow when China refused, weak as she was, to be bullied into signing the treaty of Versailles.
Though the momentary political victory at that time went to Japan, the moral victory remained
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with China.”285 Though China was betrayed by the Allied powers, the sacrifices of the Chinese
Labour Corps men had a lasting impact on the future of the country, and in many ways these
men were the first major group of Chinese to become disillusioned with the West.
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CONCLUSION:

The Chinese Labour Corps was not a novel use of labor by the British, but rather a
continuation of the British trade of indentured laborers under a new name. The very same
recruiting companies were used for both ventures, as were the holding facilities. The payments
made to recruiting companies for providing labor was the same in the indentured labor trade as it
was in the Chinese Labour Corps. The medical inspections the Chinese recruits underwent was
the same in the indentured labor trade, and the cargo hold construction and packing techniques
used to transport Chinese Labour Corps recruits overseas was the same as that used in the
indentured labor trade. Both the Chinese Labour Corps and the indentured laborers in the British
coolie trade suffered from malnutrition and starvation, and both groups were subject to harsh
treatment, confinement, and flogging at the hands of the British despite the fact that this had been
outlawed. Both groups were made to work in ways that violated the terms of their contracts, and
both operations were hidden from the public. Furthermore, the Chinese Labour Corps men
returned home cheated of their pay, meaning they worked as forced laborers in occupations that
they had not voluntarily entered into only to return home with nothing to show for it.
The connections between the Chinese Labour Corps and the British coolie trade
drastically change the authenticity of British and Allied claims that the First World War was a
war for freedom and democracy. The use of forced, non-white labor was purposely kept from
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public knowledge, something so effective that even today few have heard of the Chinese Labour
Corps, not to mention their contribution to the war or their treatment by the British. The Allied
victory is not only tainted by the use of indentured labor during the war, the British foresaw this
effect and so endeavored to keep the operation secret. Britain relied on what is essentially
indentured labor to win a war that they then championed as a war for democracy and justice, a
war whose ending is still celebrated today as a great victory for the western world. Furthermore,
the men of the Chinese Labour Corps were not publicly recognized or thanked for their
contribution, and to this day there exists no formal monument to the Chinese Labour Corps in
Britain.
It is well known that Germany and Japan inflicted great harm to China during the First
World War, with captured territory in Shandong passed between foreign powers and finally
granted to Japan, but the connection between the Chinese Labour Corps and the British coolie
trade reveals that Britain also inflicted great harm on China during this conflict. Britain took
advantage of China’s desire to recover territory in Shandong province, recruiting indentured
laborers from and around Shandong to assist with the war under the guise of gainful
employment. These laborers were starved, tortured, confined, suffocated, beaten, shot, flogged,
bombed, and buried without even a name to remember them by. On the laborers’ gravestones, if
any were erected, their assigned numbers were carved in place of their names, and for many of
these laborers the betrayal of China at the postwar table was personal. Those who survived the
war arrived home cheated of the wages and savings owed to them, betrayed by the very country
they had just risked their lives for. As the conflict came to an end they were rewarded for their
sacrifice with the loss of their home territory to the Japanese, and the unconscientious insistence
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on the part of the British that Europe had done China a favor by allowing her people involvement
in the war.
The connections between the Chinese Labour Corps and the indentured labor trade are
not only an example of humiliating injustice perpetrated by the British, but a continuation of
injustice. The use of indentured labor was not new, but its use under a new name allowed the
British to continue the inhumane practice while claiming to have changed. Present in the Chinese
Labour Corps were the same racial dynamics as those present in the indentured labor trade, and
both ventures upheld white supremacy to the core. This research is a fundamental reappraisal of
Britain and British activity in World War I, who claimed to be on the just side of the war but
who actively engaged in what is essentially the trade of unpaid and forced laborers. There is no
justice to be found in the history of the Chinese Labour Corps. The British depended on forced
labor to fund, support, and clean up their war that they then deliberately erased from history. The
deaths of thousands of Chinese men who gave their lives in furthering the Allied victory were
disregarded and overlooked. The sacrifice of thousands of Chinese men has been swept under the
rug and deliberately obscured, and as a result has largely faded from public memory.
Lasting evidence of the Chinese Labour Corps in Europe remains scarce and often passed
over. When Brian C. Fawcett and his wife visited the cemetery at Noyelles-sur-Mer, they noticed
that no signage existed to tell the story of the Chinese men buried there. Upon inquiring with the
Commonwealth War Graves Commission as to why no public marker had been erected to
explain the reason for the Chinese cemetery, Fawcett was told that, “It should be remembered
that the cemeteries and memorials are primarily places of individual commemoration and
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excessive signage can detract from this.”286 Similarly, one Chinese woman who made the
journey to Europe to visit the grave of her late grandfather arrived to find the grave missing his
name altogether.287 It was only in 2017 that she returned to find that his name had, at last, been
inscribed.288 For a group of Chinese students visiting the In Flanders Field Museum in Belgium
they were unexpectedly met with documents and pamphlets riddled with incorrect Chinese
inscriptions and names, which they spent part of their field trip correcting.289 The continued
apathy regarding the Chinese Labour Corps and the continued omission of their sacrifice from
the narrative of World War I illustrates the ways in which the British government still discounts
their contribution to the Allied victory.
Perhaps foreshadowing the hundred-year old battle for recognition the Chinese Labour
Corps would face are the events surrounding the painting “Panthéon de la Guerre”,
commissioned to illustrate the Allied powers in World War I.290 Started in 1914, the “Panthéon
de la Guerre” originally contained portraits of the Chinese Labour Corps men, but after the
United States joined the war they were literally painted over to make room for the United States’
representation in the artwork.291 This example illustrates how, even before the war had officially
ended, the Chinese Labour Corps were erased from history. Modern day efforts at erecting a
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permanent memorial to the Chinese Labour Corps are primarily led by nonprofit organizations,
charities, and descendants of the Chinese Labour Corps men themselves, but the British
government has yet to take up the challenge. One such organization leading the charge is
Ensuring We Remember, a UK based charity led by the Chinese community in Britain, which is
committed to creating a national memorial of the Chinese Labour Corps. Their latest post
announces that the unveiling of a memorial has been postponed from the date they had hoped to
do so, and as of today there remains no memorial for the Chinese Labour Corps in Britain.292
Whether or not the Chinese laborers knew their work would be erased from history
remains unknown, but there can be no doubt that many, if not the majority, left Europe
disillusioned and even contemptuous of the western world. This can be seen by the words of an
unnamed laborer with the Chinese Labour Corps, whose words were recorded by W. W. Peter, a
YMCA secretary:
“When I get back to China, I fear I shall always associate the sight of foreigners with the
smell of rotting human flesh in France. I lived in a nightmare. My eyes were opened to
new horrors daily. It was no better after the fighting ceased. Then day after day we
worked in a region absolutely in ruins…None better than foreigners know how to destroy
life and property. They are able to do this by day and by night, by land and sea, in the air
and underneath the sea, by vapor and by flame…What do foreigners mean when they use
such beautiful words as liberty, justice, democracy, self-determination, permanent peace?
…now that your honorable war is over, are the hearts of men at peace? Are you
foreigners satisfied with what you have accomplished? Is it all settled? When I go back to
my home village, what shall I say to those who eagerly await my words?”293

“Where’s The Memorial?,” Chinese Labour Corps UK Memorial Campaign, Ensuring We Remember, May 14,
2019, http://ensuringweremember.org.uk/?p=3487
293
YMCA, “Yellow Spectacles,” UMCA Archives, box 204, folder: Chinese laborers in France. As quoted in Guoqi
Xu, Strangers on the Western Front: Chinese workers in the Great War (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,
2011), 46.
292
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Appendix A:
The following is based on a British contract with Chinese laborer Liu Yungxiang, signed
August 24, 1917, as published in Betrayed Ally : China in the Great War:
By the terms of this contract, I the undersigned coolie recruited by the Weihaiwei Labour
Bureau, declare myself to be a willing labourer under the following conditions,
conditions which have been explained and made clear to me by Weihaiwei Labour
Bureau, viz: ___________
Nature of Employment:
Work on railways, roads, etc., and in factories, mines, dockyards, ﬁelds, forests, etc. Not
to be employed in military operations.
Rates of Pay:
Daily abroad:
Labour 1 franc
Ganger (60 men) 1.5 francs.
Monthly in China (to family etc):
Labour 10 dollars
Ganger 15 dollars
Bonus on embarkation: 20 dollars (additional to pay).
Compensation to family in case of accident:
Death or total disablement: 150 dollars.
Partial disablement: up to 75 dollars.
Additional:
Free passage to and from China under all circumstances.
Free food, clothing, housing, fuel, light and medical attendance.
Duration of Employment:
Three years, with liberty for employer to terminate contract at any time after one year on
giving six months notice, or at any time for misconduct or inefﬁciency on the part of the
labourer. Free passage to be given back to Weihaiwei or a Port North of Woosung.
Deductions:
No daily pay abroad during sickness, but food given. Monthly pay in China continues up
to six weeks sickness. After six weeks sickness, no monthly pay in China. No daily pay
abroad for time lost owing to misconduct. In case of offences involving loss of pay for 28
days or more, deductions of monthly pay in China will be made.
77

Hours of Work:
Obligation to work ten hours daily, but a lesser or longer period may by ﬁxed by the
Labour Control on a daily average basis of ten hours. Liability to work seven days a week
but consideration will be given to Chinese festivals, as to which the Labour Control will
decide.294

294

Frances Wood, Betrayed Ally : China in the Great War, edited by Christopher Arnander, Pen & Sword Books,
2016. ProQuest Ebook Central, http://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/olemiss/detail.action?docID=4748328.
Created from olemiss on 2021-01-05 13:10:59.
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Appendix B:
Photographs of the Chinese Labour Corps during their time in Canada discovered by amateur
genealogist and historian Robbie Gorr as published in History Magazine Volume 19 Issue 2:

295

Photo 1: “A bronze plaque on the cemetery’s memorial cross refers to burials “known only to
God” that led the author to discover a long-held wartime secret”

296

Photo 2: “Chinese laborers detraining at Canadian Forces Base Petawawa in 1917”

Robbie Gorr, “Photo: A bronze plaque on the cemetery’s memorial cross refers to burials “known only to God”
that led the author to discover a long-held wartime secret,” History Magazine Vol. 19 Issue 2, (December
2017/January 2018): p12, figure 1.
296
Robbie Gorr, “Photo: Chinese laborers detraining at Canadian Forces Base Petawawa in 1917,” History
Magazine Vol. 19 Issue 2, (December 2017/January 2018): p12, figure 2.
295
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Photo 3: “Chinese laborers put to work crushing stone during transit layover at Camp Petawawa
in 1917”

298

Photo 4: “Chinese laborers at Camp Petawawa in 1917 on their way to the battlefields of
Europe”

Robbie Gorr, “Photo: Chinese laborers put to work crushing stone during transit layover at Camp Petawawa in
1917,” History Magazine Vol. 19 Issue 2, (December 2017/January 2018): p13, figure 1.
298
Robbie Gorr, “Photo: Chinese laborers at Camp Petawawa in 1917 on their way to the battlefields of Europe. P.
14,” History Magazine Vol. 19 Issue 2, (December 2017/January 2018): p14, figure 1.
297
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Photo 5: “St. Matthew's Lutheran Cemetery now lies abandoned in the middle of an artillery
practice firing range at Garrison Petawawa in the heart of Ontario's Ottawa Valley.”

Robbie Gorr, “Photo: St. Matthew's Lutheran Cemetery now lies abandoned in the middle of an artillery practice
firing range at Garrison Petawawa in the heart of Ontario's Ottawa Valley,” History Magazine Vol. 19 Issue 2,
(December 2017/January 2018): p14, figure 2.
299
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Appendix C:
Photographs of the Chinese Labour Corps during their time in China and boarding the ‘RMS
Empress of Russia’, taken by Thomas Johns, courtesy of Jeremy Rowett Johns and Historical
Photographs of China, University of Bristol. Accessed at www.hpcbristol.net:

Photo 6: “Chinese Labour Corps boarding the ‘RMS Empress of Russia.”300

Thomas Johns, “Chinese Labour Corps boarding the ‘RMS Empress of Russia’,” Image courtesy of Jeremy
Rowett Johns and Historical Photographs of China, University of Bristol (www.hpcbristol.net). JO02-41.
300
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Photo 7: “Chinese Labour Corps, sitting on quayside.”301

Photo 8: “Chinese Labour Corps, carrying bags.”302
301
302

Johns, “Chinese Labour Corps, sitting on quayside,” JO02-42.
Johns, “Chinese Labour Corps, carrying bags,” JO02-43.
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Photo 9: “Chinese Labour Corps, going on board the 'RMS Empress of Russia'.”303

Photo 10: “Chinese and European passengers on the 'RMS Empress of Russia'.”304
303
304

Johns, “Chinese Labour Corps, going on board the ‘RMS Empress of Russia’,” JO02-44.
Johns, “Chinese and European passengers on the 'RMS Empress of Russia',” JO02-45.
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Photo 11: “Chinese Labour Corps boarding RMS Empress of Russia.”305

Photo 12: “Chinese Labour Corps alongside the 'RMS Empress of Russia'.”306

305
306

Johns, “Chinese Labour Corps boarding RMS Empress of Russia,” JO02-46.
Johns, “Chinese Labour Corps alongside the 'RMS Empress of Russia',” JO02-47.
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Appendix D:
Photographs of the Chinese Labour Corps during their time in Routen, France taken by John
Howard Stanfield, courtesy of John Stanfield, Stanfield Family Collection, and Historical
Photographs of China, University of Bristol. Accessed at www.hpcbristol.net:

Photo 13: “Chinese Labour Corps men by Y.M.C.A. hut, Rouen, France.”307

John Howard Stanfield, “Chinese Labour Corps men by Y.M.C.A. hut, Rouen, France,” Image courtesy of John
Stanfield, Stanfield Family Collection, and Historical Photographs of China, University of Bristol
(www.hpcbristol.net). JS02-016.
307
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Photo 14: “Chinese Labour Corps men by Y.M.C.A. hut, Rouen, France.”308

Photo 15: “Chinese Labour Corps men by Y.M.C.A. hut, Rouen, France.”309

308
309

Stanfield, “Chinese Labour Corps men by Y.M.C.A. hut, Rouen, France,” JS02-017.
Stanfield, “Chinese Labour Corps men by Y.M.C.A. hut, Rouen, France,” JS02-018.
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Appendix E:
Photographs of the Chinese Labour Corps and their officers during their time in Weihaiwei,
taken by William Boyd Cooper, courtesy of William Cooper and Historical Photographs of
China, University of Bristol. Accessed at www.hpcbristol.net:

Photo 16: “Chinese Labour Corps, with officers, Weihaiwei.”310
William Boyd Cooper, “Chinese Labour Corps, with officers, Weihaiwei,” Image courtesy of William Cooper
and Historical Photographs of China, University of Bristol (www.hpcbristol.net). WC02-10.
310
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Photo 17: “Chinese Labour Corps, Weihaiwei.”311

Photo 18: “Embarking Chinese Labour Corps on pier, Weihaiwei.”312
311
312

Cooper, “Chinese Labour Corps, Weihaiwei,” WC02-11.
Cooper, “Embarking Chinese Labour Corps on pier, Weihaiwei,” WC02-12.
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Photo 19: “Cargo beside pier, Weihaiwei.”313
313

Cooper, “Cargo beside pier, Weihaiwei,” WC02-13.
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Photo 20: “Chinese Labour Corps embarking, Weihaiwei,”314

314

Cooper, “Chinese Labour Corps embarking, Weihaiwei,” WC02-16.
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Photo 21: “Chinese Labour Corps, with officers, Weihaiwei,”315

315

Cooper, “Chinese Labour Corps, with officers, Weihaiwei,” WC-s52.
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Photo 22: “Chinese Labour Corps officers on board a ship,” – “William Boyd Cooper is in the
back row, second from the left. See WC02-08.”316

316

Cooper, “Chinese Labour Corps officers on board a ship,” WC02-06.
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Photo 23: “Chinese Labour Corps officers on board a ship,” – “William Boyd Cooper is in the
back row, second from the left. See WC02-06.”317 *

Cooper, “Chinese Labour Corps officers on board a ship,” WC02-08.
* Note: I believe this photograph is mislabeled and that William Boyd Coopers is actually in the back row, first on
left, not second from the left.
317
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Photo 24: “Chinese Labour Corps, in winter uniform, Weihaiwei.”318

318

Cooper, “Chinese Labour Corps, in winter uniform, Weihaiwei,” WC02-17.
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Photo 25: “Press ups, on board a ship.”319

Photo 26: “Chinese Labour Corps on parade, Weihaiwei.”320

319
320

Cooper, “Press ups, on board a ship,” WC02-19.
Cooper, “Chinese Labour Corps on parade, Weihaiwei,” WC02-24.
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Photo 27: “Chinese Labour Corps, in rows, on board a ship.”321
321

Cooper, “Chinese Labour Corps, in rows, on board a ship,” WC02-29.
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Photo 28: “Chinese Labour Corps having a meal, on a ship.”322
322

Cooper, “Chinese Labour Corps having a meal, on a ship,” WC02-43.
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Appendix F:
Maps of the Chinese Labour Corps area of recruitment in China, transportation routes from
China to Europe, and distribution in France. Orignally published in Li Ma’s 2012 monograph Les
travailleurs chinois de la première guerre mondiale. Accessed at
https://multimedia.scmp.com/ww1-china/:

Photo 29: “The routes from China to Europe”323

323

Li Ma, Les travailleurs chinois de la première guerre mondiale, (Paris: CNRS Editions, 2012), 65. Accessed at
https://multimedia.scmp.com/ww1-china/
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Photo 30: “British and French transport routes for Chinese workers to Europe. Little is known
about routes to the Middle East and Russia.”324

Photo 31: “Purple, blue and red dots point to the location of factories in France where Chinese
worked. Most worked near the northern front lines.”325 – This is by no means an exhaustive map
of where the Chinese Labour Corps worked in Europe.
324

Li Ma, Les travailleurs chinois de la première guerre mondiale, (Paris: CNRS Editions, 2012), 83. Accessed at
https://multimedia.scmp.com/ww1-china/
325
Chen Ta, Chinese migrations: With special reference to labor conditions, (Washington: Bulletin of the US Bureau
of Labor Statistics, 1923), via Li Ma, Les travailleurs chinois de la première guerre mondiale, (Paris: CNRS
Editions, 2012), p.85. Accessed at https://multimedia.scmp.com/ww1-china/
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Glossary:

Asquith – H.H. Asquith was Prime Minister of the UK from 1908 to 1916, succeed by Lloyd
George after resigning in 1916.
Athos – Refers to the S.S. Athos, a French cargo and passenger ship that was sunk on February
17, 1917 after being torpedoed by a German submarine. The sinking of the Athos resulted
in the deaths of around 500 Chinese laborers who had been recruited by the French to
work in Europe.
B.C. Fairfax – Colonel of the Liverpool Regiment appointed to command the Chinese Labour
Corps
Balfour – Refers to British politician Arthur Balfour, who served as the Prime Minister of the
UK from 1902 to 1905, and Foreign Secretary from 1916 to 1919.
Bonar Law – Leader of the Conservative Party and the House of Commons during World War I.
Coolie – Refers to a (generally) unskilled laborer from an Asian country, primarily India and
China
Daryl Klein – British Second Lieutenant in the Chinese Labour Corps, author of With the Chinks,
his published journal of his experiences with the Chinese on the way to Europe
Grey – Sir Edward Grey was the British Foreign Secretary from 1905 to 1916.
House of Commons – One of the two houses in British government, the other being the House of
Lords. The House of Commons is democratically elected and creates laws. Members of
the House of Commons are called Members of Parliament (MPs)
Indentured Laborer – A person who is under contract to work for a specified period of time, after
which they will be freed from servitude. Also sometimes referred to as contract labor or
debt slavery. Indentured laborers usually enter into a contract in exchange for funds,
whether that be through the forgiveness of debt or otherwise. Indentured labor arose
primarily after the abolition of slavery to meet the demand for labor.
Jiaozhou – Refers to Jiaozhou Bay in Shandong Province, whose port, Qingdao, Germany seized
in 1898. Jiaozhou bay later came under Japanese control in 1914.
Kitchener – Herbert Kitchener was the British War Secretary from 1914-1916.
Lloyd George – David Lloyd George was the British War Secretary in the latter half of 1916,
then became Prime Minister of the UK from 1916 to 1922.
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Prime Minister – Leader of the British government and the House of Commons, elected by the
members of parliament. Ex: Arthur Balfour
Qingdao – Coastal city in Shandong Province in China. Qingdao was seized by the Germans in
1898, then seized by the Japanese in 1914.
Shandong – Refers to Shandong Province, an eastern province of China that was the home of
Confucius.
Weihaiwei – British-leased territory in northeastern China from 1898 until 1930, used as one of
the two main locations through which Chinese laborers were recruited into the Chinese
Labour Corps.
William Head – Refers to William Head Quarantine Station, now a Canadian federal prison.
William Head was used as a holding station for immigrants and indentured laborers, and
briefly as a holding camp for the Chinese Labour Corps on their way to Europe during
World War I.
Winston Churchill – Member of Parliament during the First World War, later served as Prime
Minister of the UK.
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